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1 Introduction

As large amounts of data become available and can be communicated more easily and processed

more effectively, information has come to play a central role for economic activity and welfare in our

age. In turn, markets for information where data is exchanged have become more prominent and

significant in terms of trading volume. Trading information, however, is not merely about buying

and selling access to a database. The ability to collect, mine, and analyze large datasets creates

opportunities for exchanging information in the form of predictions, ratings, and recommendations

as well as for customizing products and services. At the same time, the mechanisms for trading

information pose new challenges related to privacy, market power of information intermediaries,

and the potential for distortions in almost any sector of the economy affected by the information

and communication revolution.1

The design of institutions for trading information requires attention to the peculiar features of

information. An information good can be defined as anything that can be encoded, or digitized, as

a stream of bits; see Shapiro and Varian (1999). In addition to data and, more generally, knowledge

that can help decision making, prototypical examples of information goods are books, magazines,

movies, music, and web pages. As recognized at least since Arrow (1962), information goods are

characterized by a number of peculiar features:

1. Uncertainty. Information goods are typically hard to evaluate. For example, it is often

diffi cult for a user to ascertain the quality of an innovative idea before applying it– and

sometimes even long after that.

2. Indivisibility. Information goods are easy to duplicate. On the supply side, production of

information typically entail a high fixed cost– typically non reversible and thus sunk– cost.

After the fist unit, however, it is cheap to duplicate information at near-zero marginal cost

and with virtually infinite capacity. Said differently, information goods are non rival: use by

a consumer does not prevent use by other consumers.

3. Inappropriability. Information goods are diffi cult to exclude. Once information becomes

available to one user, it is costly to prevent other users– or competing sellers– from having

1The recent Furman reports identifies “the central importance of data as a driver of concentration and a barrier

to competition in digital markets” (Digital Competition Expert Panel (2019))– a theme echoed in the reports by

Crèmer, de Montjoye, and Schweitzer (2019) and by the Stigler Committee on Digital Platforms (2019). Tirole

(2020) reviews the challenges to economic policy posed by the rapid growth of the digital platforms.
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access to it.

These features of information goods create diffi culties for market trading that must be overcome

by institutional arrangements. By feature (1), sellers might pretend to be offering something more

valuable than they really have. And buyers may only be confident in the value of the information

they purchase after seeing it– yet at that stage, buyers might be in a position to expropriate the

seller. Cost conditions given by (2) could lead to a natural monopoly if the information seller could

perfectly control duplication– even though exclusion would be socially ineffi cient ex post. However,

because of feature (3), buyers who cannot be excluded can duplicate the good themselves and share

it with other consumers, thus competing with the seller.

Because of its public good nature linked to features (2) and (3), information “wants to be free”.

Once information is produced, it is socially effi cient to make it freely available. But if information

is made free once it is produced, we have a classic hold up problem: expecting no reward, the

investment in information will not be made. So, the market can easily break down, without judicious

help from careful institutional design. The alternative of socializing the production of information

makes the evaluation problem (1) more pressing. Who will determine whether the information (or

the innovation that embodies it) is valuable? A high level of state capacity is needed if we are to

entrust central government boards to pick winners.2

And while information is traded in market environments, trading may only be effective if it relies

on sophisticated contracts or reputation; see, for example, Anton and Yao (1994), Varian (2000),

and Henry and Ponce (2011). Given the diffi culties of information markets, organizational forms

alternative to the market have also developed for the production and dissemination of informa-

tion. In a prominent example of information nonmarket, the science reward system leverages the

willingness of scientists and their communities to contribute to public knowledge.

This chapter overviews contributions to the industrial organization of information markets and

nonmarkets, while attempting to maintain a balance between foundational frameworks and more

recent developments. We aim to make the reader familiar with the central notions and insights

in this literature and also point to some open critical questions that future research will have to

address.

Marschak (1968) envisioned a comprehensive perspective on the economics of information: (i)

data are gathered, (ii) data are communicated, and (iii) on the basis of the messages, decisions

2Yet, to complicate further the matter, there are important exceptions when more public information may be

detrimental to social welfare, for example it may preclude the possibility of mutual insurance, see Hirshleifer (1971).
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are made. In information theory there is a sharp separation between Shannon (1948)’s theory

of communication, focusing on effi cient coding and transmission, and statistical decision theory,

centering on the value of information for decision making. The work we review here squarely builds

on the classic work by Blackwell (1951), (1953) on the comparison of experiments; for ties to the

theory of communication we refer to the recent overview by Mac̀kowiak, Matèjka, and Wiederholt

(forthcoming).

There is a recent, yet distinct literature on Bayesian persuasion and information design that

analyzes how a sender/designer can achieve an objective only by committing to a policy of infor-

mation revelation; we refer the interested reader to the recent survey by Bergemann and Morris

(2019). The notion of Bayesian persuasion adds commitment to the classic question of strategic

information communication as posed by Crawford and Sobel (1982); we shall largely bypass this

literature as well.

Section 2 proceeds by considering a variety of mechanism-design inspired approaches to buy

and sell information. We adopt the perspective that information is an input into a (strategic)

decision problem and study the optimal sale of supplemental information to heterogeneous, privately

informed agents. In doing so, we distinguish between ex ante and ex post sale of information.

Section 3 offers an introduction to the organization of markets for information. Section 4 discusses

instruments that facilitate or hinder the trade of information. Here we discuss third-degree price

discrimination and the ratchet effect associated with using information for price discrimination

purposes. Then we turn to the role of ratings, predictions, and recommender systems as markets

for indirect information.

Section 5 turns to institutional arrangements for collecting information and aggregating expert

judgments. Forecasting contests and prediction markets are specific institutions designed for col-

lecting and aggregating information from decentralized participants. At least since Hayek (1945),

economists have long praised the ability of markets to aggregate the dribs and drabs of informa-

tion that are available to different individuals. However, close theoretical and empirical scrutiny

is revealing a much more nuanced picture. Section 6 analyzes science as a form of production of

information and knowledge that is organized as a nonmarket where evaluation and non-pecuniary

incentives play a significant role. Section 7 concludes. Even though the literature on the economics

of information has grown rapidly as the internet and digitalization have made information central

to many markets over the last decades, plenty of important questions remain unanswered.
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2 Buying and Selling Information

We begin with the classic decision-theoretic model of Blackwell (1951), (1953). Within this frame-

work, we examine the incentives to buy and sell information in a canonical and comprehensive

model– one with a single seller and a single buyer of information. As a by-product of the analysis,

we will be able to speak about the optimal information structure. Then, we discuss a variety of

mechanism design inspired approaches to selling information when data buyers are privately in-

formed about their beliefs or preferences. We focus first on the direct sale of information in which

contracting takes place at the ex ante stage. Here the buyer purchases an information structure (i.e.,

a Blackwell experiment), as opposed to paying for specific realizations of the seller’s informative

signals. We then turn to different contracting assumptions that extend the analysis to the sale of

individual signal realizations and to the indirect sale of information.

2.1 Value of Information and Experiment

The setting can be described as follows. A decision maker, the buyer of information (or data),

faces a decision problem under uncertainty. The state of nature ω is drawn from a finite set

Ω = {ω1, ..., ωi, ...., ωI}. The buyer chooses an action a from a finite set A = {a1, ..., aj, ...., aJ}.
The ex post utility is denoted by

u (ωi, aj) , uij ∈ R+. (1)

The ex post payoffs can thus be represented by an I × J matrix:

u a1 · · · aJ

ω1 u11 · · · u1J

...
...

...

ωI uI1 · · · uIJ

. (2)

The decision maker has an interim belief θ about the state, with θ = (θ1, ..., θI) ∈ ∆Ω, where θi
denotes the interim probability that the decision maker assigns to state ωi. This decision-theoretic

framework for the Blackwell comparison of experiments is also covered by Blackwell and Girshick

(1954) and Laffont (1989).

We augment this framework to account for a seller of information who can sell additional or

supplemental information to the decision-maker, the buyer. In line with the interpretation of

selling supplemental information, the initial belief θ ∈ ∆Ω of the buyer can be interpreted as being
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generated from the common prior and privately observed signals. Thus, suppose there is a common

prior µ ∈ ∆Ω shared by buyer and seller. The buyer as the decision maker privately observes a

signal r ∈ R according to a commonly known experiment λ : Ω → ∆R. The decision maker then

forms his interim belief via Bayes’rule

θ (ω | r) , λ (r | ω)µ (ω)∑
ω′∈Ω λ (r | ω′)µ (ω′)

.

The interim beliefs θ (ω | r), simply denoted by θ, are thus the private information of the buyer.
From the seller’s perspective, the common prior µ ∈ ∆Ω and the distribution of signals λ : Ω→ ∆R

induce a distribution F ∈ ∆ (∆Ω) of interim beliefs.

The buyer seeks to augment his initial private information by obtaining additional information

from the seller in order to improve the quality of his decision making. A statistical experiment

(equivalently, an information structure) E = (S, π) consists of a set S of signals s and a likelihood

function

π : Ω→ ∆S. (3)

For a given experiment E = (S, π), let S denote the (finite) set of signals that are in the support

of the experiment and πik the conditional probability of signal sk ∈ S in state ωi. Letting K , |S|,
we have

πik , Pr [sk | ωi] ,

where πik ≥ 0 and
∑K

k=1 πik = 1 for all i. We then obtain the stochastic matrix

E s1 · · · sk · · · sK

ω1 π11 · · · π1k · · · π1K

...
...

...

ωi πi1 πik πiK
...

...
...

ωI πI1 · · · πIk · · · πIK

. (4)

We take the realization of the buyer’s private signal r ∈ R and that of the signal s ∈ S from any

experiment E as independent, conditional on the state ω. In other words, the buyer and the seller

draw their information from independent sources.

We first describe the value of the buyer’s initial information and then determine the incremental

value of an experiment E = (S, π). The value of the buyer’s problem under the private information
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generated by λ only is given by choosing an action a (θ) that maximizes the expected utility given

the interim belief θ, i.e.,

a (θ) ∈ arg max
aj∈A

{∑I

i=1
θiuij

}
.

The expected utility from interim belief θ is therefore given by

u (θ) , max
aj∈A

{∑I

i=1
θiuij

}
.

By contrast, if the buyer has access to an experiment E = (S, π), he observes the signal realiza-

tion sk ∈ S, updates his beliefs and then chooses an appropriate action. The marginal distribution
of signals sk from the perspective of type θ is given by

Pr [sk | θ] =
∑I

i=1
θiπik,

where πik is conditional probability that signal k is generated given the realization of state ωi.

Consequently, for any signal sk that occurs with strictly positive probability Pr [sk | θ], an action
that maximizes the expected utility of type θ is given by

a (sk | θ) ∈ arg max
aj∈A

{∑I

i=1

(
θiπik∑I

i′=1 θi′πi′k

)
uij

}
, (5)

which leads to a conditional expected utility equal to

u (sk | θ) , max
aj∈A

{∑I

i=1

(
θiπik∑I

i′=1 θi′πi′k

)
uij

}
. (6)

Integrating over all signal realizations sk and subtracting the expected utility obtained with the

initial information, the (net) value of experiment E for type θ is

V (E, θ) , E [u (s | θ)]− u (θ) (7)

=
∑K

k=1
max
aj∈A

{∑I

i=1
θiπikuij

}
−max

aj∈A

{∑I

i=1
θiuij

}
.

The value of the initial information, given by maxaj∈A

{∑I
i=1 θiuij

}
, is generated by the action that

has the highest probability-weighted utility. The value of an experiment E is generated by choosing

an action on the basis of the posterior belief induced by each signal sk.3

3The value of information for the data buyer differs from a consumer’s value for multiple goods or bundles of

characteristics. In particular, the first max operator in (7) corresponds to the optimality condition for the buyer’s

action given the available information. The second max operator reflects the type-dependent nature of participation

constraints.
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The problem that we describe here was originally formulated by Raiffa and Schlaifer (1967),

Section 5.5 as the expected net gain of an experiment.4 The notion of a statistical experiment

and the resulting value of information is the conceptual core of this section. Section 2.2 then

presents results of how experiments are optimally designed and priced. Section 2.3 suggests how

an experiment may be segmented into realizations that can then be traded individually rather

than as a bundle in the form of an experiment. Section 2.4 illustrates how statistical experiments

generate information products that become marketable products. Finally, Section 2.5 presents some

empirical work that aims to estimate and evaluate the value of information and data.

2.2 Selling Experiments

In the context of buying and selling information, we can interpret the model given above by (1)-(3)

as one where a data buyer faces a decision problem under uncertainty. A data seller owns a database

containing information about a “state”variable that is relevant to the buyer’s decision. Initially,

the data buyer has only partial information about the state. This information is private to the data

buyer and unknown to the data seller. The precision of the buyer’s private information determines

his willingness to pay for any supplemental information. Thus, from the perspective of the data

seller, there are many possible types of the data buyer.

Bergemann, Bonatti, and Smolin (2018) investigate the revenue-maximizing information policy,

i.e., how much information the data seller should provide and how she should price access to the

data. In order to screen the heterogeneous data buyer types, it is optimal for the seller to offer a

menu of information products. In the present context, these products are statistical experiments–

signals that reveal information about the payoff-relevant state. Only the information product itself

is assumed to be contractible. By contrast, payments cannot be made contingent on either the

buyer’s action or the realized state and signal. Consequently, the value of an experiment to a buyer

is determined by the buyer’s private belief and can be computed independently of the price of the

experiment. Bergemann, Bonatti, and Smolin (2018) recast the resulting screening problem as a

nonlinear pricing problem wherein the buyer’s type is given by his prior belief. In other words, the

seller’s problem is to design and price different versions of experiments, that is, different information

products from the same underlying database.

The optimal menu of experiments has the following two structural properties: (i) the fully

4Raiffa and Schlaifer (1967) attribute the specific results for normal priors and normal signals to Grundy, Healy,

and Rees (1956) and the minimax solution to the same problem is attributed to Somerville (1954).
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informative experiment is part of an optimal menu; and (ii) every experiment in any optimal menu

is non-dispersed, i.e., πij = 0 for some i 6= j. Thus, the optimal menu includes the effi cient

information structure, and every item in the optimal menu eliminates the data buyer’s uncertainty

along some dimension.

The design of information can be rephrased in terms of hypothesis testing and the analysis

can be interpreted as a pricing model for statistical tests. A useful frame is given by Bayesian

hypothesis testing. To illustrate this point, consider the example of a lender who must decide

whether to grant a loan to a prospective borrower at the prevailing market rate. The lender wants

to test a null hypothesis H0 (borrower is low-risk) against an alternative H1 (high risk). The central

issue for the data seller is that she does not know the data buyer’s interim beliefs and, hence, the

buyer’s willingness to pay for this information. The seller can design any binary (“pass/fail”) test

that reports whether the riskiness measure is above or below a particular threshold. Each test

is intended for a different buyer type θ, and yields a different combination of type I and type

II statistical errors. We can represent this experiment as a statistical test of the null hypothesis

H0 = {ω2},
E s1 s2

ω1 1− β β

ω2 α 1− α
where α and β denote the probability of a type I and type II statistical error, respectively.

The main idea behind the revenue-maximizing mechanism for the information seller is akin

to offering “damaged goods” to low-value buyers. However, when selling information goods– see

Shapiro and Varian (1999)– product versioning allows for richer and more profitable distortions

than when selling physical goods. This is due to a peculiar property of information products:

because buyers value different dimensions (i.e., information about specific state realizations), the

buyers with the lowest willingness to pay also have very specific preferences. In the context of credit

markets, very aggressive lenders are interested in very negative information only, and are willing to

grant a loan otherwise.

The seller can thus screen the buyer’s private information by leveraging a key insight– that

information is only valuable if it changes optimal actions. A complete characterization of the

optimal selling mechanism with many states and many actions is currently not known. The data

seller’s problem bears some resemblance to the canonical bundling problem with many items. With

more than two states, the types of a buyer are multidimensional and it is well-known– see, for

example, Pavlov (2011)– that the optimality of single-price result of Myerson (1981) and Riley
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and Zeckhauser (1983) does not hold. Indeed, the optimal menu involves stochastic bundling quite

generally, and the structure of the bundles offered can be quite rich.5 Stochastic bundles are

analogous to the partially informative experiments in our model. To further distinguish the current

model from these classic multidimensional problems, it is noteworthy that stochastic bundling

can arise in the current setting even when the types of the buyer are one dimensional. Given the

computational complexity of the optimal menu, Bergemann, Cai, Velegkas, and Zhao (2021) provide

suffi cient conditions when selling complete information is approximately optimal.

There is a substantial recent literature on the value of information in health economics where

it appears as the expected value of sample information, see Ades, Lu, and Claxton (2004). A new

issue here is that the set of feasible statistical experiment may not be unconstrained but rather

constrained by the available tests and treatments. Drakopoulos and Randhawa (2020) and Ely,

Galeotti, Jann, and Steiner (2021) compare the value of a limited set of imperfect medical tests.

In a model with two actions (social distancing or not) and two states, Drakopoulos and Randhawa

(2020) characterize the optimal test within the available supply of tests. Ely, Galeotti, Jann, and

Steiner (2021) consider a related allocation problem among finitely many tests and seek to maximize

the social welfare, abstracting away from incentive issues.

We will discuss in Section 2.4 how to bring the results of the above analysis to bear on the

design of real-world information products. We will focus on offl ine and online brokers of big data–

firms such as Acxiom, Nielsen, and Oracle– that sell information about individual consumers to

business customers. Information used for marketing purposes is typically sold through data appends

and marketing lists. Data appends reveal supplemental information about a firm’s existing or

potential customers, allowing the firm to place them into more precise market segments. For

instance, all major data brokers offer data management platforms (DMPs), customized software

that enables websites to track their users and integrate their own data with third-party data. Most

risk-mitigation data products offered by credit rating agencies are also of this kind.

2.3 Selling Realizations

We have so far focused on the sale of data appends in the form of (ex ante) information structures.

In contrast, the sale of original lists can be modeled as an informative experiment that reveals

whether a potential consumer matches a pre-specified set of characteristics, in which case the buyer

5Daskalakis, Deckelbaum, and Tzamos (2017) construct an example wherein the types follow a Beta distribution,

and the optimal menu contains a continuum of stochastic allocations.
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receives a contact and pays a price. This is true both when an original list is sold directly (e.g.,

in the case of information about ACT test takers) and when it is sold indirectly (as in the case

of sponsored search or targeted display advertising). In these cases, the price paid by the buyer

depends on the realization of the seller’s information.

Bergemann and Bonatti (2015) considers the trade of information bits (“cookies”) that are an

input into a decision problem. In particular, a single firm (a buyer of information) has heterogeneous

match values with a set of consumers. In order to realize the potential match value, the firm must

choose a continuous investment level. The optimal investment level (e.g., advertising spending)

depends on the consumer’s match value v. To capture the role of browser cookies they consider a

special information structure, namely one in which individual consumers’types are learned perfectly

or not at all. Through the purchase of information, the firm is then able to segment consumers into

a targeted group that receives personalized levels of advertising, and a residual set that receives a

uniform level of advertising.

Under conditions on the matching technology and on the distribution of match values, the data-

buying policy takes the form of a single cutoff match value. That is, advertisers buy information

about all users with a match values above a cutoff (positive targeting) or below the cutoff (negative

targeting).

Babaioff, Kleinberg, and Paes Leme (2012) study a related model of selling lists (i.e., pricing

conditional on signal realizations) when buyers are heterogeneous and privately informed. In par-

ticular, the data buyer’s value depends on two variables: one is known by the seller, while the other

one is the buyer’s type. The paper develops algorithms to characterize the optimal mechanism, and

derives conditions under which the seller can extract the entire surplus by exploiting the correlation

between their information and the buyer’s type.

Eső and Szentes (2007a) as well as Li and Shi (2017) consider the case where signal realizations

are not directly contractible, but the buyer’s actions are. In these models, the seller of a good

controls both its price and the information provided to the buyer, with the goal of screening their

private, partial information. In the context of online markets, the seller is a provider of advertising

space who can offer arbitrarily fine targeting criteria to advertisers. (Recall the earlier discussion

of indirect sales of information through Facebook or Google advertising.)

Eső and Szentes (2007a) focus on the case where the seller releases information that is orthogonal

to the buyer’s type. (This is without loss if, for example, the buyer’s type is a preference parameter,

and the seller reveals information about the quality of the product.) The seller-optimal mechanism
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when a single buyer is present reveals all the information and offers a menu of European call

options where a lower strike price costs more up front. In the case of competing buyers, a two-stage

“handicap auction” is optimal. Intuitively, a positive strike price distorts the buyer’s decisions,

but the result suggests that it is more profitable to distort ex post decisions rather than the initial

information. More recently, Li and Shi (2017) show that discriminatory disclosure of information–

providing different buyer types with different signals– dominates full disclosure when the seller is

not restricted to orthogonal disclosure.

More recently, Guo, Li, and Shi (2020) establish that the optimal discriminatory disclosure

policy consists of a pair of intervals. If the buyer’s private information is correlated with the

information controlled by the seller, then the optimal revenue generally cannot be attained by any

selling mechanism without a discriminatory disclosure policy.

In many cases, an advertiser can use additional third party data to refine the targeting cri-

teria offered by a publisher. Eső and Szentes (2007b) consider a related model of selling advice.

Reinterpreting their model, an advertiser buys information about a prospective consumer before

deciding whether or not to advertise their product. As the transaction takes place contextually to

the advertising campaign, the data buyer’s action is contractible. In some special cases, the data

seller discloses the entire information to all buyer types. Distortions to the buyer’s actions then

come from a marginal price of advice. In other words, the data seller grants access to her database

(perhaps against a subscription fee) but charges a marginal price for the data only upon the buyer’s

investment. In practice, it is often the case that the advertiser is charged for data on a cost-per-mille

(CPM) basis, in which case the price of data adds to the marginal cost of the advertising space.

Yang (2020) considers a richer model of data trade. A revenue-maximizing data broker sells

market segmentations to a producer with private production cost who in turn sells a product to

a unit mass of consumers with heterogeneous values. He completely characterizes the revenue-

maximizing mechanisms for the data broker. In particular, every optimal mechanism induces quasi-

perfect price discrimination– the data broker sells the producer a market segmentation described

by a cost-dependent cutoff, such that all the consumers with values above the cutoff end up buying

and paying their values while the rest of consumers do not buy. He thus considers a model with

private information on the side of the buyers (and held by the platform) and private information

by the firm about its costs of production. The data platform sells the firm segments of consumer

markets that allows the firm to engage third-degree price discrimination as characterized in the
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work of Bergemann, Brooks, and Morris (2015). 6

2.4 Information Products

A recent report by the Federal Trade Commission (2014) offers a distinction of information products

that illustrate some of the features of the current setting. The report analyzes the role of data

brokers in the trade of individual or aggregate data about the characteristics and purchase behavior

of consumers. The report distinguishes information products offered by data brokers regarding

individual consumers along two key dimensions:

• Who identifies the prospective consumer? Is the data seller providing the data buyer with a
new list of prospects? Or is the data seller appending information about an individual (or a

group) that the buyer has already identified?

• Does the data seller provide information (direct sale) or access to a consumer (indirect sale)?
In other words, does the data buyer have the means to independently contact the consumer? Or

does the data seller provide an exclusive opportunity for the data buyer to reach a consumer?

In the terminology of the Federal Trade Commission (2014) report, original lists are the main

object for sale by marketing and lead-generation companies, as well as by providers of financial

data (e.g., Bloomberg). An original list is often simply a customer segment, i.e., a collection of

potential consumers with certain characteristics. The audience segments sold by Nielsen, Acxiom,

Epsilon are the most common examples of such lists. Individual sites can also sell original lists. For

example, Evite.com may sell lists of consumers attending a party in a given location, and AddThis

may sell lists of consumers who have shared a given news article. Data appends reveal supplemental

information about a firm’s existing or potential customers. In the context of marketing, Nielsen

Catalina Solutions and Oracle Datalogix connect an individual’s offl ine and online purchases with

the digital media they consume.

Bergemann and Bonatti (2019) provide an introduction to markets for information with a par-

ticular emphasis on data markets and data intermediation in e-commerce. In the following, we will

frequently use examples from the economics of the internet as applications and illustrations.
6In practice, “selling”consumer data can take a wide variety of forms, which include not only traditional physical

transactions but also integrated data-sharing agreements/activities. For instance, in a recent report by The New

York Times, Facebook has formed ongoing partnerships with other firms, including Netflix, Spotify, Apple and

Microsoft, and granted these companies accesses to different aspects of consumer data “in ways that advanced its

own interests,”see New York Times (2018)
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2.5 Returns from Information and Data

Machine learning algorithms rely on the large-scale collection and algorithmic evaluation of data to

perform prediction tasks. In the context of user-oriented applications, firms often aim at forecasting

consumers’preferences and valuations in order to tailor content or to perform various forms of price

discrimination. More broadly, data can be seen as a catalyst of learning and innovation.

Claussen, Peukert, and Sen (2019) and Yoganarasimhan (2020) primarily focus on the returns

from personalized data: Both studies show that additional data collected on an individual allow to

improve the accuracy of personalized predictions at a diminishing rate. Chiou and Tucker (2017)

and He, Kannan, Liu, McAfee, Qin, and Rao (2017) focus on the role of aggregate data for the

average prediction accuracy across different users. Their findings are mixed: While Chiou and

Tucker (2017) find no evidence for an improvement in average prediction accuracy, the findings

of He, Kannan, Liu, McAfee, Qin, and Rao (2017) suggest substantial but diminishing returns to

scale.

Other studies address potential synergies between personalized and collective data. Schaefer

and Sapi (2020) document a complementarity between personal data and collective data using real-

world search traffi c data from Yahoo. The authors argue that the documented effect is consistent

with personalized data continuously improving the technological capability of the firm. Lee and

Wright (2021) analytically decompose returns from data in collaborative filtering algorithms. In

an empirical simulation exercise, they provide evidence consistent with the effect documented by

Schaefer and Sapi (2020) .

Bajari, Chernozhukov, Hortascu, and Suzuki (2019) empirically analyze returns from data in the

context of Amazon’s retail forecast system and find diminishing returns to scale. The authors find

no indication for complementarities between different data dimensions in improving the predictive

value of the forecast.

Azevedo, Deng, Olea, Rao, and Weyl (2020) analyze optimal experimentation policies in the

context of A/B testing. The authors show that trying out more ideas is optimal if the distribution

of innovation quality is fat-tailed. One implication of their findings is that returns from additional

experimental data may only diminish at a slow rate, which suggests that the marginal value of data

is economically significant even for large platforms. Jones and Tonetti (2020) theoretically motivate

why the non-rival nature of data might lead to increasing returns to scale and show that allocating

data property rights to consumers might be socially optimal as a consequence.
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3 Markets for Information

So far, we focused on the bilateral trade of information between a seller and a buyer. This allowed

to concentrate on the fundamental properties of information trade. In this section, we shall focus on

market interaction where there is competition for information at least on one side of the market. The

competition may arise as the information product from one seller is a substitute for the information

product from another seller, or because the information privileges one market participants over

another one in a downstream market interaction.

We begin this section by describing how information may be sold by a monopolist when there

are many competing buyers for the information. This may represent the practice of selling financial

information. We then ask whether competing firms may have an incentive to share information.

Finally, we discuss the role of information intermediaries such as data brokers and digital platforms.

In several markets, information is sold not only directly, but also indirectly in the form of

customized goods and services. The case of carefully selected consumer segments is probably the

best-known example of such a transaction. Consider the market for sponsored search advertising,

e.g., on Google or Bing. The information held by the search engine consists first and foremost of

the search query entered by the user. In practice, the search engine appends some of its own data

too. The search engine then provide a prediction to the advertisers about the user’s preferences,

typically in form of an expected click-through rate. Aggregating over multiple users, this could

be viewed as purchasing an original list of selected consumers. Of course, search engines adopt a

different, more profitable strategy for selling their information: they grant access to the targeted

population by selling advertising slots on specific keyword searches.

The indirect sale of information is not limited to advertising markets, either. Consider a mo-

nopolist seller of financial data, as in Admati and Pfleiderer (1990). As the sole owner of the

information, the seller can either provide potential investors with informative signals about a stock,

or she can construct a portfolio on the basis of her information. In both cases, the seller follows

Blackwell’s key insight, that data is only valuable insofar as it enables better decision making. The

former is a direct sale, as the data buyers can buy the stock themselves. The latter is an indirect

sale, because the data is never transferred, and the data buyers must invest in the seller’s portfolio

instead. In other words, the seller can enable the buyer to take a better action without giving away

the data.
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3.1 Value of Information in a Normal Quadratic Environment

The literature that we cover in this section largely assumes a stochastic environment in which the

fundamentals as well as the signals are given by multivariate normal distributions. In addition,

the utility function of the agents are assumed to be either quadratic or exponential, which leads

frequently to explicit characterizations and detailed comparative statics. It is therefore helpful to

briefly introduce this environment before we discuss the results.

Accordingly, the willingness to pay of each data buyer is given by wi :

wi , θ + θi,

where the willingness to pay wi of the data buyer i is the sum of an idiosyncratic and a common

component, θ and θi respectively. Each data buyer maximizes a quadratic utility function:

u (wi, qi, p) , wiqi − pqi −
1

2
q2
i .

In the context of financial markets that we discuss next, the common component may represent

the value of the asset and the idiosyncratic shock may represent the liquidity shock of trader i.

The quantity qi is then the quantity of the asset bought. In the context of information sharing

among oligopolists, that we discuss next, the signs may be reversed, and wi may represent the cost

of production, and pqi may represent the revenue from selling the product.

At the outset, each data trader may not observe his true willingness to pay, but rather receives a

noisy signal si. The privately observed signal si can include a common and an idiosyncratic shock,

which we denote by ε and εi, respectively:

si = θ + ε+ θi + εi, (8)

and all the variables are jointly normally distributed:
θ

θi

ε

εi

 ∼ N




µθ

µθi
0

0

 ,


σ2
θ 0 0 0

0 σ2
θi

0 0

0 0 σ2
ε 0

0 0 0 σ2
εi


 . (9)

The data structure as represented by (8) and (9) is suffi ciently rich to represent the significant

aspects of learning from social data. In particular, the noise in the signal si of each individual given

by (8) reflects the importance of social learning from others as might be enabled by recommender,
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rating and search engines. This data environment has two important features. First, any demand

information beyond the common prior comes from the signals of the individual consumers. Second,

with any amount of noise in the signals (i.e., if σ > 0), each consumer can learn more about her

own demand from the signals of the other consumers.

The following leading examples illustrate two ways in which data sharing can help each consumer

learn more about her individual willingness to pay. In, Example 1 a new product has a common

value that consumers are imperfectly informed about.

Example 1 (Common Preferences)

Fundamentals wi are perfectly correlated and errors εi are independent: si = w + σ · εi.

In this case, data sharing helps to filter out the idiosyncratic error terms. In particular, the

average signal across all consumers identifies the common willingness to pay as N becomes large.

In Example 2, individual consumers have independent values, but are all exposed to a common

shock.

Example 2 (Common Experience)

Errors ei are perfectly correlated and fundamentals wi are independent: si = wi + σ · ε.

Under this structure, the average signal identifies the common error component ε as N becomes

large. All market participants can then precisely estimate each wi from the difference between

individual and average signal.

As we shall see, while information sharing enables learning in both examples, the actions of

consumers −i impact the surplus of consumer i quite differently in the two cases, which has impli-
cations for the equilibrium price of data. More generally, the data structure will determine how to

separate the individual and the aggregate information, see Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan (2020).

The joint prior distribution is commonly known by all market participants. The data seller either

collects the information in form of the signals si from the individual traders, and then aggregates

or sells it to the data buyers. The data buyers then use the information to improve their price and

quantity policy. Sometimes, the data seller posses the information at the outset, and sometimes the

data seller is more appropriately modelled as the data intermediary. In this case, the intermediary

does not initially possess any information on her own but rather collects the data from the data

traders and then redistributes it among the data buyers.
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3.2 Selling Information to Competing Firms

An earlier literature, beginning with the seminal contribution by Admati and Pfleiderer (1986),

directly started with a model where traders buy information from a monopolistic seller. From the

outset, the data seller is assumed to be in possession of the information and hence in complete

control of the entire database. Initially, the traders all share a common prior regarding the value of

the asset. Each trader can acquire additional information regarding the value of the asset from the

monopolistic seller. There are a continuum of traders, and each trader submits his demand function

in response to his realized private information. The equilibrium price of the asset is determined in

a speculative market formalized as a noisy rational expectations equilibrium. The true value of the

asset is common to all the traders. The information seller therefore faces the possible dilution in the

value of information due to its leakage through informative prices. This leads to the impossibility

of informationally effi cient markets as argued by Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), who argue that if

prices were to perfectly reflect all available information, then there would be no profit from gathering

additional information.

The first set of results concerns the optimal selling policy of the information monopolist. The

seller can (i) restrict access to the information or not and (ii) can add noise to the information or

not. Admati and Pfleiderer (1986) present conditions under which each one of these four possible

information policies that arise from the combination of the above alternatives can be optimal. Then

they consider the personalized sale of information. Here, the seller is allowed to add idiosyncratic

noise to the common value signal for each trader. They show that the seller of information may

prefer to sell noisier versions of the information than he actually has. Moreover, to obtain higher

profits, it is desirable for the seller to sell different signals to different traders, so that the added

noise realizations do not affect equilibrium prices. One way of doing so, which does not require

discrimination, is to sell identically distributed personalized signals to each of a large number of

traders.

Bergemann and Morris (2013) analyze the information structure that guarantees the highest

industry profit in an oligopoly setting with incomplete information. Similar to Admati and Pfleiderer

(1986) they find that if the strategic substitutes are suffi ciently strong, then a noisy signal in which

each firm learns the common value subject to idiosyncratic noise sustains the largest possible level

of industry profits. In Admati and Pfleiderer (1986), the monopolistic seller in turn extracts the

value of the industry profits by charging the individual traders for their private information.7

7See also Bimpikis, Crapis, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2019) on the nature of downstream competition and its implications
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Admati and Pfleiderer (1990) extend their analysis to allow for two distinct methods of selling

information. As before they allow for the direct sale of information to the investors, but now they

also allow the seller of the information to bundle the information with a product, in particular a

portfolio whose composition depends on the available information. The analysis mostly considers a

linear pricing policy for the portfolio and compares the revenue from a direct and indirect sale of

information. They find that indirect sale is more profitable when the externality in the valuation

of information is relatively intense.8

In an extension, they also consider the possibility that the seller can use a two-part tariff. Now,

the indirect sale always dominates the direct sale. In an interesting discussion at the end of their

paper, they also consider the possibility that the traders have different private information. In this

case, the direct sale of information can improve the revenue as the seller can unbundle the initial

information of the trader and the supplemental information.

Finally, Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) allow the seller of information to trade strategically on

his own accounts as well. The information seller can now either trade, sell his information, or both.

In either case, the seller commits to a policy in advance. Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) show that

the optimal policy depends on the degree of risk aversion of the information buyers and of the

information seller. In particular, if the buyer’s risk aversion increases, the value of trading on the

information decreases, and the value of selling information directly increases.

3.3 Information Sharing among Competing Firms

There is a large literature on information sharing among oligopolists, whose main results are suc-

cinctly presented in Raith (1996). The main question of this literature, which began with Novshek

and Sonnenschein (1982), Clarke (1983), and Vives (1988) is whether competing firms, all with

partial information, may have an incentive to share information through an intermediary, such as a

trade association. Relative to this literature, the model of information markets we presented above

has two important features. First, in the earlier models, the information was collected and shared

by an intermediary, such as a trade association, that merely organized and facilitated the exchange

between the oligopolists, but that had no genuine interest or market power. Second, the firms had

for selling information in oligopolies.
8As mentioned in the Introduction, the distinction between direct and indirect sale is similar to the distinction

between pure information intermediaries and search engines or social platforms that jointly price information and

access to the consumer.
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all the information to begin with, and did not have to collect the information from the consumer.

This earlier literature on information sharing leaves a limited role for information design. In

particular, while the firms were allowed to add noise to their private information, the intermediary

was restricted to simply aggregate and report the received information in the same format to

all of the firms. The restrictiveness of this analysis was documented in Bergemann and Morris

(2013). They investigated the role that private information of the competing firms can play for the

realization of equilibrium values, prices and quantities, and the welfare of the market participants.

Among other results, Bergemann andMorris (2013) identify the information structure the maximizes

the industry profits as a function of the demand and supply conditions in the market. Similar to the

earlier results of Admati and Pfleiderer (1986), they show that the optimal information structure has

each individual firm receive private information with idiosyncratic noise that limits the correlation

in the quantity choices by the firms.

There remain many interesting questions to be pursued. Even if jointly the firms already have all

the relevant demand information, but not individually, one might ask under which conditions could

an intermediary profitably collect and redistribute the information among the competing firms. In

this respect, the credit rating and monitoring agencies serve in the role of information intermediaries.

The credit rating agencies both collect information about the borrowers and lenders from a given

bank, as well as, provide this bank with additional information about the credit worthiness of a

new or established client. Thus, it both collects and redistributes demand information among the

financial institutions.

3.4 Data Intermediation

The role of data intermediaries has become more prominent with the rise of large data brokers and

digital platforms. Data brokers are firms such as Acxiom, Nielsen, and Oracle that sell information

about a consumer (or a group of consumers) to downstream data buyers, such as advertisers or

retailers. An increasingly prominent use of third party data occurs in display advertising, whether

in (mobile) browsing, social media, and various video ad formats. The display advertising market is

a two-sided market where the publisher forms a match between competing advertisers (the bidders)

and a viewer as the object of the auction. A match between viewer and advertiser creates an

impression (or search result) on the publisher’s website. The seller (a publisher) platform sells

the attention (“eyeball”) of the viewer to competing advertisers. The viewer is thus the object

of the digital advertising auction, see Levin and Milgrom (2010) and Bergemann, Heumann, and
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Morris (2021). In between, intermediaries facilitate the match between advertisers and publishers

by managing data and providing algorithms to serve ads. Besides demand-side and supply-side

platforms that provide the infrastructure for buying, selling and servings ads, data intermediaries

employ consumer data to effi ciently target digital ads. This allows either advertisers or publishers

(or possibly both) to augment their proprietary data with additional data, frequently acquired from

a variety of sources. The data intermediaries, which in this context are often referred to as data

management platforms, import data from multiple sources to then inform downstream allocation

and bidding decisions; see Choi, Mela, Balseiro, and Leary (2020) for a recent survey of the display

advertising market.

A conventional view of mechanism with private information is that the principal elicits the

private information from the agents and then implements an allocation. In independent private

value settings, where each individual has private information about his value, the main goal is then

to balance the individual objectives optimally.

A novel view of mechanism is that the principal herself is in possession of some information

regarding the fundamentals of each individual. The issue is then how to integrate this information

into the mechanism. We may refer to these as augmented mechanisms, Hartline, Johnsen, Nekipelov,

and Zoeter (2019) uses the evocative title of "dashboard mechanisms".

Emek, Feldman, Gamzu, Leme, and Tennenholtz (2012) introduced a probabilistic single-item

auction given by a matrix V (i, j) which describes the valuation of bidder i for good j

V =

vij g1 · · · gJ

b1 v11 · · · v1J

...
...

...

bI vI1 · · · vIJ

. (10)

The allocation problem is addressed by a second price auction without reserve prices. Emek,

Feldman, Gamzu, Leme, and Tennenholtz (2012) initially assume that the valuation of each bidder

is known but the identity of the object is not known. The question then arises how to bundle the

objects that appear stochastically to raise the revenue of the seller maximally.

Emek, Feldman, Gamzu, Leme, and Tennenholtz (2012) refer to (10) as the known valuation case

and to the case when there are finitely many matrices V1, ..Vn as the Bayesian setting. The optimal

information structure frequently bundles the objects in a stochastic manner. Ghosh, Nazerzadeh,

and Sundararajan (2009) analyzed this problem under a restriction to deterministic allocation,

referring to the deterministic bundling as clustering.
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An alternative model of objects and preferences may be given by:

W =

vij g1 · · · gJ

w1 w11 · · · w1J

...
...

...

wI wI1 · · · wIJ

(11)

where wi· are the preferences of type i and w·j are the possible values for object (or state j).

This interpretation was suggested by Bergemann, Heumann, and Morris (2021) to determine the

allocation of informative signals from seller to bidder. Here, the bidder knows his type and the sellers

knows the identity of the object. These two models of preferences and objects given by (10) and

(11) are closely related to the model introduced earlier in (1)-(3) regarding the value of information.

The difference is that now the actions take a specific interpretation of an object allocation, and the

choice of the information structure supports the allocation of the object in an auction mechanism.

Bergemann and Pesendorfer (2007) investigated the joint determination of an optimal auction and

an optimal information structure.

3.5 Data Markets And Data Externalities

There is growing literature on data markets, some of it discussed in the earlier mentioned survey,

Bergemann and Bonatti (2019). The role of data externalities in the diffusion of personal data has

been a central concern in Choi, Jeon, and Kim (2019) and Acemoglu, Makhdoumi, Malekian, and

Ozdaglar (2019). Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan (2020) develop a framework to evaluate the flow

and allocation of individual data in the presence of data externalities. Their model focuses on three

types of economic agents: consumers, firms, and data intermediaries. These agents interact in two

distinct but linked markets: a data market and a product market.

In the product market, each consumer (she) determines the quantity that she wishes to purchase,

and a single producer (he) sets the unit price at which he offers a product to the consumers.

Initially, each consumer has private information about her willingness to pay for the firm’s product.

This information consists of a signal with two additive components: a fundamental component

and a noise component. The fundamental component represents her willingness to pay, and the

noise component reflects that her initial information might be imperfect. Both components can

be correlated across consumers: in practice, different consumers’preferences can exhibit common

traits, and consumers might undergo similar experiences that induce correlation in their errors.
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The social dimension of the data– whereby a consumer’s data are also predictive of the behavior

of others– is central to understanding the consumer’s incentives to participate in the data market.

In the data market, a monopolist intermediary acquires demand information from the individual

consumers in exchange for a monetary payment. The intermediary then chooses how much infor-

mation to share with the other consumers and how much information to sell to the producer. In

particular, sharing data with each consumer is analogous to providing a personalized purchase rec-

ommendation on the basis of other consumers’signals. Selling data to the producer enables him to

choose more precise, potentially personalized prices. Thus, the data intermediary has control over

the volume and the structure of the information flows across all of the product market participants.9

Choi, Jeon, and Kim (2019) introduce information externalities into a model of monopoly pricing

with unit demand. Each consumer is described by two independent random variables: her willing-

ness to pay for the monopolist’s service and her sensitivity to a loss of privacy. The purchase of the

service by the consumer requires the transmission of personal data. From the collected data, the

seller gains additional revenue, depending on the proportion of units sold and the volume of data

collected. The total nuisance cost paid by each consumer depends on the total number of consumers

sharing their personal data. In consequence, the optimal pricing policy of the monopolist yields

excessive loss of privacy, relative to the social welfare maximizing policy.

Acemoglu, Makhdoumi, Malekian, and Ozdaglar (2019) also analyze data acquisition in the

presence of information externalities. As in Choi, Jeon, and Kim (2019), they consider a model

with many consumers and a single data-acquiring firm. Acemoglu, Makhdoumi, Malekian, and

Ozdaglar (2019) propose an explicit statistical model for their data; the model allows them to

assess the loss of privacy for the consumer and the gains in prediction accuracy for the firm. They

analyze how consumers with heterogeneous privacy concerns trade information with a data platform.

They derive conditions under which the equilibrium allocation of information is (in)effi cient.

Galperti, Levkun, and Perego (2021) consider a platform that mediates trade between a seller

and a population of buyers using individual data records of their personal characteristics. After

formulating this as an information-design problem, they use linear-programming duality to charac-

terize the unit value that the platform derives from each buyer’s specific record.

The low level of compensation that users command for their personal data is discussed in Arrieta-

Ibarra, Goff, Jimenez-Hernandez, Lanier, and Weyl (2018), who propose sources of countervailing

9The recent Furman report identifies “the central importance of data as a driver of concentration and a barrier

to competition in digital markets” (Digital Competition Expert Panel (2019))– a theme echoed in the reports by

Crèmer, de Montjoye, and Schweitzer (2019) and by the Stigler Committee on Digital Platforms (2019).
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market power. An early and influential paper on consumer privacy is Taylor (2004)– to be dis-

cussed in more detail in the next Section– which analyzes the sales of consumer purchase histories

without data externalities.10 Fainmesser, Galeotti, and Momot (2020) provide a digital privacy

model in which data collection improves the service provided to consumers. However, as the col-

lected data can also leak to third parties and thus impose privacy costs, an optimal digital privacy

policy must be established. Similarly, Jullien, Lefouili, and Riordan (2020) analyze the equilibrium

privacy policy of websites that monetize information collected from users by charging third parties

for targeted access. Gradwohl (2017) considers a network game in which the level of beneficial

information sharing among the players is limited by the possibility of leakage and a decrease in

informational interdependence. Ali, Lewis, and Vasserman (2019) study a model of personalized

pricing with disclosure by an informed consumer, and they analyze how different disclosure policies

affect consumer surplus. Liang and Madsen (2020) investigate how data policies can provide incen-

tives in principal-agent relationships. They emphasize the structure of individual data and whether

individual signals are substitutes or complements \ determines the impact of data on incentives.
Ichihashi (2020a) considers a single data intermediary and asks how the complements or substitutes

nature of the consumer signals affect the equilibrium price of the individual data. The notion of

information complement and substitute was introduced earlier by Börgers, Hernando-Veciana, and

Krähmer (2013).

4 Instruments to Trade and Monetize Information

We begin this section by discussing price discrimination as a commonly used instrument to monetize

the value of information. This then brings us to the limits of how much information can be traded,

in particular when consumers must be given incentives to generate or reveal information without

direct monetary transfers for their data. Section 4.2 describes the ratchet effect and the problem

of sourcing information from the consumer’s actions. Section 4.3 illustrates how the use of ratings,

recommender systems, and information aggregators determines the market’s ability to obtain new

information from consumers.
10Acquisti, Taylor, and Wagman (2016) provide a recent literature survey of the economics of privacy, and Goldfarb

and Tucker (2019) discuss privacy in the borader context of digital economics. Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2006)

focus on behavior based price discrimination.
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4.1 Third Degree Price Discrimination

An important and central use for additional information about demand is to engage in price discrim-

ination. We shall focus our discussion on third-degree price discrimination.11 The large literature

on third-degree price discrimination starting with the classic work of Pigou (1920) examines what

happens to prices, quantities and various measures of welfare as the market is segmented. As every

segment is offered a different price, there is scope for the producer to extract more surplus from

the consumer. Yet if the producer can tailor the price to each segment, more consumers might be

reached and there might be less exclusion. With the increase in available information about con-

sumer demand comes increasing flexibility in the ensuing market segmentation: the platform that

provides the data or the product seller can to a large extent determine how to optimally segment a

given aggregate demand.

Bergemann, Brooks, and Morris (2015) analyze the limits of price discrimination. They show

that the segmentation and pricing induced by the additional information can achieve every com-

bination of consumer and producer surplus such that: (i) consumer surplus is nonnegative, (ii)

producer surplus is at least as high as profits under the uniform monopoly price, and (iii) total

surplus does not exceed the surplus generated by the effi cient trade. The setting is as follows. A

monopolist sells a good to a continuum of consumers, each of whom demands one unit. The total

mass of consumers is one and the constant marginal cost of the good is normalized to zero. There

are K possible values V , {v1, ..., vk, ..., vK}, with vk ∈ R+:

0 < v1 < · · · < vk < · · · < vK .

A market x is a distribution over the K valuations, with the set of all markets being:

X , ∆(V ) =

{
x ∈ RK+

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=1

x (vk) = 1

}
.

This set can be identified with the (K − 1)-dimensional simplex, and to simplify notation we will

write xk for x (vk), which is the proportion of consumers who have valuation vk. Thus, a market x

11A seller engages in third-degree price discrimination if she uses information about consumer characteristics to

offer different prices to different market segments. If a seller has complete information about the buyer’s willingness

to pay, then she can engage in perfect or first-degree price discrimination. The seller can also offer a menu of choices,

in terms of quality or quantity, to screen among different segments of the market, and this process is referred to as

second-degree price discrimination.
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corresponds to a step demand function, where
∑

j≥k xj is the demand for the good at any price in

the interval (vk−1, vk] (with the convention that v0 = 0).

A segmentation is a division of the aggregate market into different markets. Thus, a segmenta-

tion σ is a simple probability distribution on X, with the interpretation that σ (x) is the proportion

of the population in market x. A segmentation can be viewed as a two stage lottery on outcomes

in V whose reduced lottery is x∗:

Σ =

{
σ ∈ ∆ (X)

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
x∈suppσ

σ (x) · x = x∗

}
.

Now, if the monopolist has no information beyond the prior distribution of valuations, there will

be no segmentation. The producer charges the optimal monopoly price, and gets the associated

monopoly profit, and consumers receive a positive surplus; this is marked by point A in Figure

4.1. If the monopolist has complete information, then he can charge each buyer his true valuation,

i.e., engage in perfect or first degree price discrimination; this is marked by point B. The point

marked C is where consumer surplus is maximized; the outcome is effi cient and the consumer gets

all the surplus gains over the uniform monopoly profit. At the point marked D, social surplus is

minimized by holding producer surplus down to uniform monopoly profits and holding consumer

surplus down to zero.

A simple example will help to illustrate these results. There are three valuations, v ∈ V =

{1, 2, 3}, which arise in equal proportions, and there is zero marginal cost of production. The
feasible social surplus is w∗ = (1/3) (1 + 2 + 3) = 2. The uniform monopoly price is v∗ = 2.

Under the uniform monopoly price, profit is π∗ = (2/3) × 2 = 4/3 and consumer surplus is u∗ =

(1/3) (3− 2) + (1/3) (2− 2) = 1/3. A segment x is a vector of probabilities of each valuation, thus

x = (x1, x2, x3), and by σ (x) we denote the total mass of a segment x. A segmentation of the

market is therefore a collection of segments x ∈ X and and a probability distribution σ (·) over the
segments. We give an example of a segmentation below. In the example, there are three segments

and each segment is identified by its support on the valuations indicated by the set {·} in the
superscript. The frequency of each segment x is given by σ (x):

Segment x1 x2 x3 σ (x)

x{1,2,3} 1
2

1
6

1
3

2
3

x{2,3} 0 1
3

2
3

1
6

x{1} 0 1 0 1
6

x∗ 1
3

1
3

1
3

1

(12)
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The particular segmentation has a number of interesting properties. First, in each segment, the

seller is indifferent between charging as price any valuation that is in the support of the segment.

Second, the uniform monopoly price, p∗ = 2 is in the support of every segment. Thus this partic-

ular segmentation preserves the uniform monopoly profit. If the monopolist charges the uniform

monopoly price on each segment, we get point A. If he charges the lowest value in the support of

each segment (which is also an optimal price, by construction), we get point C; and if he charges

the highest value in the support, we get point D. The choice of the optimal monopoly price is of

course a special mechanism design problem with a single agent. It is therefore an important next

step to determine how the distribution of private information affects the distribution of surplus with

many agents, thus bidding in auction environment. Bergemann, Brooks, and Morris (2017) char-

acterize for a given symmetric and arbitrarily correlated prior distribution over values, the lowest

winning-bid distribution that can arise across all information structures and equilibria. Bergemann,

Brooks, and Morris (2019) rank auctions according to their revenue guarantees, i.e., the greatest

lower bound of revenue across all informational environments, where the distribution of bidders’

values is fixed. If all equilibria and allow information structures are considered, then first-price

auctions have a greater revenue guarantee than all other auctions considered.
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Insert Figure 1 here

Roesler and Szentes (2017) analyze the impact of information in a variant of the above envi-

ronment of optimal monopoly pricing. They propose a model where the buyer’s valuation for the

object is uncertain and she can commit to an optimal information structure that in turn affects the

price-setting behavior by the seller. They show that the resulting outcome leads to effi cient trade

under unit-elastic demand.

Ichihashi (2020a) considers a richer model of consumer privacy and price discrimination featur-

ing a multi-product seller. The seller has k products in his portfolio but is required to make a

single product and price offer to each consumer. Although the consumer may benefit from accurate

recommendations, the seller may use the information about the willingness to pay to price discrim-

inate. At the beginning of the game, the consumer chooses a disclosure rule, which determines the

information that the seller learns about the consumer’s values about the k products. He compares

two settings that differ in the timing at which the seller sets prices. Under the no-commitment

regime, the seller sets prices after learning about the consumer’s values. Under the commitment

regime, the seller sets prices up front without observing the consumer’s information disclosure. The

commitment regime captures the seller’s commitment to not use consumer information for pric-

ing. The main finding of Ichihashi (2020a) is that the seller is better off by committing to not use

the consumer’s information for pricing. By making such a commitment, the seller can induce the

consumer to disclose more information, which enables the seller to make more accurate recommen-

dations. This shifts up the consumer’s demand for recommended products and increases revenue.

His analysis provides a complementary argument to Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan (2020) regard-

ing why personalized price discrimination seems to occur infrequently in e-commerce, see Iordanou,

Soriente, Sirivianos, and Laoutaris (2017).

The size of the possible gains, for both consumer and producer surplus, relative to the uniform

pricing rule suggests that there is substantial scope for the provision of additional information.

The large range of feasible pairs of consumer and producer surplus implies that there may be

many possible business models for data intermediaries to cater in various degrees to producers or

consumers. The potential for individualized, personalized pricing was recognized earlier by Shapiro

and Varian (1999) and is reviewed in a survey by Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2012). A recent report

by the Council of Economic Advisers (2015) offers largely negative conclusions regarding consumer

welfare.

Dube and Misra (2017) considers the empirical implications of price discrimination using high
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dimensional data from a large, digital firm. They run a large, randomized price experiment with a

high-dimensional vector of customer features that are observed prior to price quotes. The outcomes

of the price experiment are used to train the demand model. Then they conduct an optimal third-

degree price discrimination exercise on the basis of the observable variables. Even the optimal

uniform price substantially increases profits relative to the current price policy of the firm. They

estimate that the third-degree price discrimination policy delivers further increases in the profits

without affecting the consumer surplus by much. The social welfare increases as more than two-

thirds of the consumers face lower prices than under the optimal uniform price.

Shiller (2020) analyzes personalized pricing for Netflix’s movie rentals by mail with data from

2006. He distinguishes between demographic data and web-browsing data and finds small incremen-

tal gains from using price discrimination that relies on demographic data and substantially more

significant gains based on web-browsing data.12 With the abundance of personal and aggregate

data available, it remains a puzzle why firms, in particular digital platforms remain reluctant to

implement personalized pricing at a large scale. Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan (2020) argue that

the cost of using individual data might exceed the benefits of personalized pricing and note that

group, location or time based price discrimination may approximate the gains from personalized

pricing at a lower cost. Shiller (2021) provides evidence that firms frequently tailor a posted price to

the arriving consumer but change prices at low enough frequency across consumers so that the re-

sulting pricing strategy of almost personalized pricing is indistinguishable from traditional dynamic

pricing.

Shiller (2020) establishes similar differences for the effectiveness of targeting advertisement based

on these two different sources of data. Goldfarb and Tucker (2011) investigated the impact of a law

limiting web tracking based on stated purchase intention among banner advertising viewers. They

find a substantial reduction in advertising effectiveness in the absence of web-tracking data.

Dube, Fang, Fong, and Luo (2017) consider the value of one piece of information for targeting

policies, namely the GPS data of a consumer as conveyed by her mobile phone. In a field experiment,

they test mobile targeting based on consumers’real-time and historic locations, allowing them to

evaluate popular mobile coupon strategies in a competitive market. They find substantial profit

gains from price discrimination in a competitive environment.

12In related work, Reimers and Shiller (2019) examine the impact of telematics-based monitoring on price dis-

crimination in automobile insurance. Here, the monitoring data obtained by using telematics devices, which records

information about driving behavior, including how fast you drive, how fast you brake, and the distance you drive,

allows the insurer to more finely target premiums to monitored consumers.
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4.2 Ratchet Effect and Privacy

The profitability of trading consumer information to facilitate price discrimination raises the issue

of the endogenous availability of such information. In particular, information is rarely purchased

directly from a consumer in exchange for a monetary payment, a practice far more common in

business-to-business transactions. Instead, it is often the case that information must be sourced

indirectly, by recording the consumer’s actions, e.g., their purchase histories. The expected use of

this information influences a consumer’s willingness to reveal information through their behavior.

In other words, ratcheting forces determine the level of the indirect compensation that the consumer

requires for the information they generate.

It is well-known that in dynamic principal-agent models, private information held by the agent

requires the optimal contract to be a long-term arrangement, one that cannot be replicated by a

sequence of short-term contracts, this is due the “ratchet effect”, see the seminal work of Freixas,

Guesnerie, and Tirole (1985) and Hart and Tirole (1988). Feldman, Lucier, and Syrgkanis (2013)

offer an extension for digital markets with multiple goods offered via a sequence of first price auctions

when the bidders have additive or gross-substitute valuations.

A leading example for the ratchet effect emerges in the problem of selling a number of goods

over time, as the demand for the goods evolves. The dynamics that arise in such problems pertain

both to the evolution of the willingness-to-pay as well as to the set of feasible allocations over

time– through a variety of natural channels; see Bergemann and Said (2011) and Bergemann and

Välimäki (2019) for surveys regarding these dynamic and intertemporal problems.

An interesting set of issues arise when the mechanism itself can govern only some of the relevant

economic transaction. A specific setting where this is occurs is that of markets with resale. Here,

the design of the optimal mechanism in the initial stage of the game is affected by the interaction

in the resale market, see for example Calzolari and Pavan (2006), Dworczak (2016), Carroll and

Segal (2019) and Bergemann, Brooks, and Morris (2020). In particular, the information that is

generated by the mechanism may affect the nature of the subsequent interaction, and thus tools

from information design and mechanism design jointly yield interesting new insights.

In the context of price discrimination, such indirect compensation often takes the form of more

favorable terms (e.g., a lower purchase price) for transactions that are likely to be recorded and

subsequently used against a consumer. For example, a sophisticated consumer may become wary of

purchasing unhealthy foods or tobacco products if that information impacts their health insurance
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premium.13

Taylor (2004) develops the first analysis of such a scenario in a two-period model of price dis-

crimination, showing how tracking and selling a consumer’s purchase history introduces the need

to compensate a sophisticated consumer for their first-period actions. Overall, the transmission of

information may benefit a sophisticated consumer, while unambiguously hurting a naive consumer.

However, even a sophisticated consumer is hurt by any adverse (e.g., discriminatory) use of infor-

mation that is not collected in the context of a monetary transaction. For example, if a consumer’s

browsing (not purchasing) history affects future prices, the scope for compensating them for the data

generated is greatly diminished. Conitzer, Taylor, and Wagman (2012) consider a two-period model

in which a monopoly seller can use the information gained from the purchase history yet the buyer

can pay to anonymize his purchase history against a fixed cost. The endogenous anonymization

decision then leads to segmentation of the buyers according to their willingness-to-pay.

Inderst and Ottaviani (2020) suggest a subtle channel through which even light-touch privacy

regulation requiring consumer consent may backfire and harm consumers. In the absence of privacy

regulation, sellers have an incentive to acquire information about the individual preferences of

consumers and then to selectively disclose the features of their products that consumers find most

attractive. The incentive to selectively disclose, however, may be self defeating for sellers when

consumers rationally anticipate selective disclosure. Privacy regulation that requires sellers to obtain

consent from consumers (before acquiring personal information that enables selective disclosure)

may then enable firms to commit not to selectively disclose. Overall, Inderst and Ottaviani (2020)

argue that privacy regulation increases consumer welfare if and only if (i) competition among sellers

is limited or asymmetric, (ii) consumers are unaware of selective disclosure, and (iii) sellers are able

to price discriminate.

It remains an open question how privacy policies should be set to find the optimal balance

between privacy concerns, whether they are intrinsic or instrumental, and possible gains from

improved targeting and matching in the product market. Recent empirical work on the effects of

privacy regulation such as the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (e.g., Aridor,

Che, and Salz (2020) and Johnson, Shriver, and Goldberg (2020)), indicates that data externalities

ad associated loss of data privacy are relevant for consumers’and businesses’decisions to share

13Information about a consumer’s preferences may also be used in their favor, e.g., through the customization of

product characteristics. de Corniere and de Nijs (2016), Hidir and Vellodi (2018), and Ichihashi (2020b) analyze

different aspects of the tradeoff between content personalization and price discrimination.
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their data.14

Importantly, a compensatory channel in the trade of data is present even if the participating

firms do not benefit, on aggregate, from participating in the market for information. Calzolari

and Pavan (2006) establish this result in a two-period, two-firm model with general mechanisms.

Conversely, exogenous (e.g., regulatory) limits to the available contractual instruments may reduce

the firms’ability to extract surplus through price discrimination. In this case, the transmission of

information can benefit firms and/or consumers.

Along these lines, Bonatti and Cisternas (2020) study how aggregating the information about

purchase histories into a consumer score impacts the ratchet effect. They do so in a continuous-time

model with a changing consumer type and discriminatory, but linear prices. Thus, the information

environment is high dimensional, as signals arrive dynamically over time. A consumer score is

modeled as a linear aggregate of past quantities with exponential decay. One specific instance of a

score is given by the posterior mean belief about the consumer’s type, given the equilibrium strategy

and the entire history of past quantities.

A monopolist data intermediary constructs the consumer score and sells it to a sequence of

short-run firms who use it to set prices. As information collection is free, the intermediary is

always able to extract a positive price from the sellers. Bonatti and Cisternas (2020) further show

that, by increasing the persistence of the consumer’s score relative to the Bayesian benchmark,

the intermediary is able to mitigate the ratchet effect. This allows her to collect more informative

signals from the consumer, which are in turn more valuable for the sellers.

Finally, Ball (2020) introduces a high-dimensional model of scoring. A receiver seeks to pre-

dict a sender’s quality. An intermediary observes multiple features of the sender and aggregates

them into a score. Based on the score, the receiver takes a decision. The sender wants the most

favorable decision, and she can distort each feature at a privately known cost. He characterizes the

most accurate scoring rule. This rule underweights some features to deter sender distortion, and

overweights other features so that the score is correct on average. The receiver prefers this score

to full disclosure because the aggregated information mitigates his commitment problem. Here, the

richness of information is due to the fact that the agent has a multidimensional type vector, yet

only one dimension of the type is relevant for the decision-maker.

14In the United States, legislators are also increasingly aware of the consequences of data externalities. In particular,

the US House Committee on the Judiciary Committee on the Judiciary (2020) reports that “[...] the social data

gathered through [a platform’s] services may exceed their economic value to consumers.”
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4.3 Ratings and Recommender Systems

The sale of consumer scores for marketing purposes is but one instance of a market for aggregated

information. For example, consider FICO credit scores for individual consumers and Moody’s,

Standard & Poor’s, or Fitch credit ratings for corporate and sovereign debt. These ratings reduce the

high-dimensional information about an entire financial history to a single dimension that facilitates

the coordination of actions, such as lending or investment.

More generally, all ratings and recommender systems are means to induce an appropriate course

of action. As such, any rating raises the issue of incentive compatibility, as the use of past infor-

mation determines the rated agent’s incentives to undertake specific actions. For example, in the

career concerns model of Hörner and Lambert (2020), a rating is used to aggregate a worker’s past

performance, and to convey a productivity estimate (and hence, the correct level of pay) to the

market. At the same time, ratings are “motivational,”since they affect the worker’s incentives to

boost current performance, and thus future wages.

Recommenders systems employ a variety of algorithms to predict users’preferences based on

their consumption histories, their demographic profiles and their search and click behaviors, see

Avery, Resnick, and Zeckhauser (1999), Schafer, Konstan, and Riedl (1999) and Bergemann and

Ozmen (2006) for descriptions of collaborative filtering. Mansour, Slivkins, and Syrgkanis (2015)

consider a social planner, who by means of carefully designed information disclosure can incentivize

the agents in a recommender-like setting to balance the exploration and exploitation so as to max-

imize social welfare. They formulate a multi-armed bandit problem under incentive-compatibility

constraints induced by the agents’Bayesian priors. They establish that an incentive-compatible

bandit algorithm exists for which the regret of the social planner is asymptotically optimal among

all bandit algorithms (incentive-compatible or not). Miller, Resnick, and Zeckhauser (2005) devise

a scoring system that induces honest reporting of feedback. Each rater merely reports a signal, and

the scoring system applies proper scoring rules to the implied posterior beliefs about another rater’s

report.

Incentive compatibility constraints can also affect the very ability of the market to generate new

information. Several online platforms (e.g., the traffi c navigation software Waze or the reviews site

Tripadvisor) incentivize social experimentation (e.g., trying a new route connecting two points or

a new hotel), illustrating how the use of information influences a consumer’s incentives to generate

data in the first place. Related to this problem, Kremer, Mansour, and Perry (2014) (2021) and Che

and Hörner (2017) analyze the information design problem of a benevolent planner who wishes to
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induce a sequence of uninformed, short-lived agents to engage in socially useful (but privately costly)

experimentation. In the example of navigation software, experimentation entails recommending to

some users a route that has not yet been taken. In both these papers, commitment power is required

to dynamically use past information in a way that makes it worthwhile for consumers to follow the

platform’s current recommendation.

Recommender systems, as well as analytics services that leverage Artificial Intelligence (AI),

can also be seen as mechanisms for selling information in the form of predictions. This feature

is somewhat related to the question of how to measure information, see Frankel and Kamenica

(????), and closely related to the optimal pricing of information. On this point, Agrawal, Gans, and

Goldfarb (2018) argue that firms who own considerable data on users’preferences online can use

AI as means to sell information indirectly: instead of distributing unique datasets, providers such

as Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Amazon, can bundle a prediction (“consumer i is high-value

for firm j”) and a product (e.g., an advertising slot or product recommendation).

The distinction between selling information and selling access to a consumer has important

implications for the price of information in a dynamic environment. With direct sales of information,

buyers can either retain the data, and hence use stale old predictions as an outside option, or hold

and retain the original contact. In both cases, the value added of an information seller is to keep

the buyer up to date. In particular, as long as the buyer retains the possibility of taking an

informed action (e.g., contact a consumer), the data broker will be only able to charge for the

innovation component of her data. If, on the contrary, an AI provider offers exclusive access to

qualified prospects, it will be able to repeatedly charge for the full (flow) value of her information

over time. The potential value of a market for insights– actionable recommendations that do not

require distributing raw data– is also discussed in Dahleh (2018).

4.4 Certification and Expert Markets

Lizzeri (1999) analyses the role of intermediaries who gather information of privately informed

parties. The intermediaries then choose what to reveal to uninformed parties. Focusing on a

monopoly intermediary, in a class of environments he shows that the optimal choice is to reveal

only whether quality is above some minimal standard. While there is only minimal information

transmission, the intermediary can capture a large share of the surplus. By contrast, competition

among the intermediaries can lead to full information revelation. This environment is related to the

analysis in Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan (2020), who focus on the sequential optimal solution for
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the intermediary but in an extension discuss the nature of the commitment solution. Lizzeri (1999)

has a number of distinct features. First, in Lizzeri (1999), the private information is held by a

single agent, and multiple downstream firms compete for the information and for the object offered

by the agent. Second, the privately informed agent enters the contract after she has observed

her private information; thus, an interim perspective is adopted. The shared insight is that the

intermediary with commitment power might be able to extract a rent without any further influence

on the effi ciency of the allocation. Dranove and Jin (2010) provide a comprehensive survey on

the theoretical as well as the empirical literature on quality disclosure and certification, with a

particular focus on healthcare, education, and finance.

In the absence of an intermediary, experts may still be limited in their ability to communicate

their private information and their expertise. Morris (2001) considers a repeated cheap talk game.

An informed advisor wishes to convey her valuable information to an uninformed decision maker

with identical preferences. Thus she has a current incentive to truthfully reveal her information.

But there is uncertainty about the type of the advisor. If the advisor is “good,”she has the same

preferences as the decision maker. If she is “bad,”she always wants as high an action as possible.

The state is realized (and publicly observed) after the decision maker’s action is chosen. Thus if

the decision maker thinks that the advisor might be biased in favor of one decision and the advisor

does not wish to be thought to be biased, the advisor has a reputational incentive to lie. If the

advisor is suffi ciently concerned about her reputation, no information is conveyed in equilibrium.

In a repeated version of this game, the advisor cares (instrumentally) about her reputation simply

because she wants her valuable and unbiased advice to have an impact on future decisions.

In markets for financial products and health services, the advice of expert intermediaries is in-

fluenced by inducements paid by sellers. Inderst and Ottaviani (2012a) investigate how competition

among the service providers for the opinion of the experts endogenously determines the objectives

of the intermediaries. They compare the welfare properties of disclosed commissions with hidden

kickbacks, which result in stronger incentive payments but may make the advisor more responsive

to the cost of the different services on offer. In addition, they characterize conditions under which

commonly adopted policies such as mandatory disclosure and caps on commissions have unintended

welfare consequences. See Inderst and Ottaviani (2012b) for a broader overview of the role of advice

in markets, both from a positive and a normative perspective.

Santosh, Cole, and Sarkar (2017) provide rich empirical evidence to understand the nature of

advice by commission-motivated agents. They conduct a series of field experiments to evaluate the
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quality of advice provided by life insurance agents in India. They find that agents overwhelmingly

recommend unsuitable, strictly dominated products that provide high commissions to the agent. In

fact, they find that agents appear to focus on maximizing the amount of premiums (and therefore

their commissions) that customers pay, as opposed to focusing on how much insurance coverage

customers need. They further establish that the agents cater to the beliefs of uninformed consumers,

even when the beliefs held by the consumers are wrong. They also find that require disclosure of

commissions for a specific product, but not for others, results in agents recommending the products

with high commissions but no disclosure requirement.

Robles-Garcia (2019) analyzes the role of brokers in mortgage markets through a structural

model applied to loan-level data from the universe of UK mortgage originations. The model features

households’demand for mortgage products and broker services, lenders’optimal pricing decisions,

and broker-lender bilateral bargaining over commission rates. Mortgage brokers often receive com-

mission payments from lenders. The view of the role of brokers that emerges is nuanced: (1) brokers

increase upstream competition by facilitating sales of small, lower-cost lenders, and (2) commission

rates distort brokers’advice and generate an agency problem with households. A counterfactual

exercise evaluates the impact of policies restricting brokers’services and remuneration. A ban on

commission payments would leads to a 25% decrease in consumer welfare, supporting the compe-

tition enhancing role of the brokers, whereas caps can increase consumer surplus by at least 10%,

suggesting that some regulation of the commission payments may be welfare enhancing.

5 Forecasting and Aggregation of Predictions

We now turn to institutional arrangements for collecting information and aggregating expert judg-

ments for the purpose of improving decision making. Expert forecasts play a crucial role in shaping

decisions in areas ranging from meteorology to medicine, politics, and economics. Firms, for in-

stance, decide whether they should hire workers based on their prospects for future demand and

choose their financing strategies using projected long-term interest rates. But should we expect

forecasters to truthfully report their expectations? What are the properties of the predictions that

result from different mechanisms?

Section 5.1 introduces forecasting nonmarkets, a catchall for different mechanisms where experts

interact in a non-anonymous way and receive rewards, possibly in terms of reputation and prizes.

Section 5.2 turns to prediction markets where experts interact anonymously and prices are formed.
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5.1 Forecasting Nonmarkets

Section 5.1.1 begins by introducing incentive schemes, known as scoring rules, designed to give fore-

casters incentives to report their predictions truthfully. We then overview the reporting incentives

by forecasters who either compete in contests (Section 5.1.2) or are motivated by their reputation

for expertise (Section 5.1.3). Our presentation is brief to avoid overlap with Marinovic, Ottaviani,

and Sørensen’s (2013) survey of the literature of forecasting nonmarkets.

5.1.1 Scoring Rules

Consider an expert forecaster, such as a meteorologist, with private information about the state

of the world. An evaluator may wish to measure the accuracy of his predictions, for example

to compare different forecasting techniques or to reward exceptional forecasters. Meteorologists

refer to this task as forecast verification. Let Ω be a finite set of mutually exclusive outcomes, for

example rain and no-rain. Given a forecast p ∈ ∆Ω and the actual realization ω∗ ∈ Ω, a scoring

rule S(∆Ω,Ω) → R ∪ {−∞,∞} assigns a numerical score, S(p, ω∗), based on the forecast and on

the actual event that materialized. Brier (1950) observes that then-standard methods for assessing

weather forecasts provided bad incentives as forecasters might be tempted to “hedge” or “play

the system”and to forecast something other than what they think will occur. He then proposes a

way to overcome the problem, thus anticipating the notion of incentive compatibility.15

Suppose that the forecaster’s best judgment is q ∈ ∆Ω. Let

S(p, q) = Eq [S(p, ·)] =
∑
ω∈Ω

q(ω)S(p, ω)

be the expected value of S(p, ·) under q, or the expected score. A scoring rule is said to be proper
if the forecaster maximizes the expected score by being truthful: for all p and q, S(q, q) ≥ S(p, q).

A scoring rule is strictly proper if q is the unique forecast that maximizes the expected value of S.

Classic examples of strictly proper scoring rules include Brier’s (1950) quadratic scoring rule

S(p, ω∗) = 2p(ω∗)−
∑
ω∈Ω

p(ω)2

and Good’s (1952) logarithmic scoring rule,

S(p, y) = ln p(y).

15We find it curious that Leonid Hurwicz from 1942 to 1944 was a member of the faculty of the Institute of

Meteorology at the University of Chicago.
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The quadratic and logarithmic scoring rules are part of a larger family of proper probability scoring

rules, axiomatized by McCarthy (1956), De Finetti (1962), and Savage (1971).16

5.1.2 Forecasting Contests

In a Nature article titled Vox Populi, octogenarian polymath Francis Galton (1907b) reports his

seminal investigation “into the trustworthiness and peculiarities of popular judgments”as follows:17

“A weight-judging competition was carried on at the annual show of the West of

England Fat Stock and Poultry Exhibition recently held at Plymouth. A fat ox having

been selected, competitors bought stamped and numbered cards, for 6d. each, on which

to inscribe their respective names, addresses, and estimates of what the ox would weigh

after it had been slaughtered and ‘dressed.’ Those who guessed most successfully re-

ceived prizes. About 800 tickets were issued, which were kindly lent me for examination

. . . Now the middlemost estimate is 1207 lb., and the weight of the dressed ox proved

to be 1198 lb.; so the vox populi was in this case 9 lb., or 0.8 per cent of the whole

weight too high.”

Galton’s competition is a example of a winner-take-all forecasting contest, modeled by Ottaviani

and Sørensen (2006c) as a game of incomplete information among forecasters who each observe a

noisy signal. More generally, the model captures forecasters’concern for relative accuracy. As shown

by Ottaviani and Sørensen (2005b), in a setting with normally distributed signals and a common

prior, forecasters have an incentive to report predictions that are more extreme than their “honest”

posterior expectations when they have a convex preference for ranking. Intuitively, by moving away

from the common prior and exaggerating the weight on their private signals, forecasters decrease the

chance of having to share the prize. The level of exaggeration increases in the number of forecasters,

as shown by Lichtendahl Jr, Grushka-Cockayne, and Pfeifer (2013) and Banerjee (2021).

5.1.3 Reputational Forecasting

Next, consider forecasters who are concerned about their reputation for being well informed, rather

than about the quality of the decisions made on the basis of their recommendations. For example,
16For developments see Gneiting and Raftery (2007), Osband (1989), and Schlag, Tremewan, and Van der Weele

(2015). Lambert (2011) characterizes the set of properties of the state distribution for which a proper scoring rule

can be devised.
17Re-examining Galton (1907a), Wallis (2014) makes some small corrections.
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managers and business consultants with better reputation can charge more for their services. Fore-

casters who are believed to have access to more accurate information are more influential. Politicians

deemed to be better informed are more likely to be re-elected and, thus, to obtain increased private

benefits from holding offi ce.

One may think that forecasters would maximize the accuracy of their reports by reporting

truthfully their best predictions.18 However, rather than reporting truthfully, forecasters concerned

about their reputation may be tempted to manipulate their predictions strategically, as noticed by

Bayarri and DeGroot (1988, 1989) in the Bayesian statistics literature.

To analyze the resulting equilibrium outcome, Ottaviani and Sørensen (2001) formulate a model

of reputational cheap talk that works as follows. First, an expert forecaster privately observes a

signal about a state of the world and reports a forecast to an evaluator. The forecaster can be

more or less informed. In the baseline model, however, the forecaster’s informativeness is initially

unknown to both the forecaster and the evaluator.19 The evaluator assesses the informativeness of

the forecaster on the basis of the forecast and the realized state of the world.20 The objective of

the forecaster is to maximize the reputation for being well-informed, according to the assessment

made by the evaluator.

As shown by Ottaviani and Sørensen (2006a,b,c), a reputation-driven forecaster who is believed

to report truthfully generically has an incentive to misreport. Under natural conditions on the

information structure, the forecaster benefits from strategically shading the prediction toward the

prior consensus to avoid unfavorable publicity when wrong. In equilibrium, the forecaster is able

to credibly communicate only part of their information. For an update on this literature and for

experimental evidence we refer to Meloso, Nunnari, and Ottaviani (2018) and references therein. In

an interesting recent development, Deb, Pai and Said (2018) propose a mechanism design approach

to evaluating forecasters.

18As often argued informally, analysts’projections should be truthful because their livelihood depends on their

accuracy; for example, see Keane and Runkle (1998).
19An incentive to exaggerate emerges if the forecasters privately know the informativeness of the signal; see Levy

(2004).
20The forecast is a cheap talk message, as in Crawford and Sobel (1982). Ex post observation of the state allows

for some communication to be transmitted in equilibrium. Gentzkow and Shapiro (2006) model communication by

media as a reputational cheap talk game in which the state of the world is observed with positive probability. See

also Prat (2005) for the impact of transparency on the equilibrium outcome.
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5.1.4 Expert Aggregation

Given the many practical applications of forecasting to decision making across different domains,

forecast aggregation has attracted considerable attention from scholars at the interplay between

econometrics, operations management, and decision sciences. The empirical starting point is the

observation that forecast combinations tend to be more accurate on average than any single forecast,

even by the most accurate forecaster. A classic approach is to compute the average forecast, the so-

called consensus forecast. To improve on the arithmetic average, Bates and Granger (1969) combine

forecasts by assigning weights to individual forecasters inversely proportional to their past errors.

Pushing these ideas further, techniques have been developed to derive the optimal weights to be

assigned to different forecasters by exploiting the covariance structure in past data.21

To aggregate the predictions of different experts and obtain a more accurate crowd estimate,

as a preliminary step it is key to properly adjust for the common information possessed by the

experts. To this end, Prelec (2004) suggests asking experts to report not only their judgments,

but also their guesses of how other experts will respond. Based on this idea, Prelec, Seung, and

McCoy (2017) develop a nonparametric algorithm that selects the “surprisingly popular”answer,

i.e., the answer that maximizes the difference between the fraction of experts that indicate that

answer and the experts’expectation about the popularity of that answer. Along these lines, Palley

and Soll (2019) propose an elicitation method for assessing the amount of information shared by

forecasters by asking them to provide the average forecast they expect to be provided by the other

forecasters.22

By and large, however, the literature on forecast aggregation– traditionally grounded in opera-

tions research– has been abstracting away from strategic behavior of forecasters, with the notable

exception of the early contribution by Miller, Resnick, and Zeckhauser (2005). More recent work

incorporates incentive compatibility, see Cvitaníc, Prelec, Riley, and Tereick (2019), Baillon and

Xu (2021), Dai, Jia, and Kou (2021), and Chen, Mueller-Frank, and Pai (2021). We expect future

research to finesse aggregation techniques to account more explicitly for incentives and behavioral

biases of forecasters in realistic settings. This is a fruitful and exciting research area with a wide

range of applications that we expect to blossom on solid foundations. For practical adoption, how-

ever, it is important to develop elicitation methods that are simple and not cognitive demanding.

21See Winkler (1981) for an early contribution, Armstrong (2001) and Timmermann (2006) for reviews, and

McGraw and Tetlock (2005) for an overview from a behavioral psychology angle.
22Gaba, Popescu, and Chen (2019) advance the methodology for assessing uncertainty from point forecasts.
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5.2 Prediction Markets

Prediction markets are trading mechanisms that produce forecasts by aggregating expectations

of traders.23 The assets traded in prediction markets are contingent-claim contracts that yield

payments based on the outcome of future events. Leveraging the information aggregation properties

of markets,24 prediction market prices can be used to predict the underlying future events on which

payments are made. Homer already recognized that wagering gives incentives to truthfully report

beliefs. In Book XXIII of the Iliad, two illustrious spectators of a chariot race enter into an

acrimonious dispute about which horses are in the lead. Idomeneus invites Ajax Oileus to wager a

tripod or a cauldron, so that “you shall know when you pay.”25

In the Iowa Electronic Markets (IEM), the prototypical example of prediction markets introduced

to the research community by Forsythe et al. (1992), traders can take positions on whether an event

E will be realized or not.26 For instance, event E might correspond to a Democrat winning the

presidential race. For this binary market, there are two Arrow-Debreu contingent-claim assets

associated with the two possible realizations. Asset E pays out 1 currency unit if event E is

realized and 0 otherwise, while asset Ec pays out 1 if the complementary event Ec is realized and 0

otherwise. The occurrence of the event is verified in an ex post liquidation stage after the market

is closed.

Consider a binary prediction market for two securities θ ∈ {E,Ec} with a continuum of traders

indexed by i ∈ [0, 1].27 Traders have state-independent preferences over wealth in the two states

of the world, E and Ec. Assume that these preferences satisfy Savage’s subjective expected util-

ity (SEU) axioms, so that trader i with subjective belief πi about state E maximizes subjective

23See Wolfers and Zitzewitz (2004) for an introduction to the economics of prediction markets. Arrow et al. (2008)

advocate that forecasts from prediction markets can have social value.
24Hayek (1945, pg. 526) envisions the ability of markets to aggregate information this way: “The mere fact that

there is one price for any commodity . . . brings about the solution which (it is just conceptually possible) might

have been arrived at by one single mind possessing all the information which is in fact dispersed among all the people

involved in the process.”
25For additional historical and institutional discussion see Orr (2014) and Pradier (2019) and references therein.
26Wagering on outcomes of US presidential elections has a long history; see Rhode and Strumpf (2004). According

to Fortune magazine, the amount wagered in the 2020 presidential race surpasses the record figure of $1 billion,

resulting in predictions from betting markets closer to the mark than polls (Rey Mashayekhi, "Betting markets

called the presidential election more accurately than polls," November 19, 2020).
27While prediction markets typically trade binary contracts, the outcome does not have to be binary. There can

easily be N binary contracts for each of N ≥ 2 outcomes.
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utility πiui (w (E)) + (1− πi)ui (w (Ec)). Suppose that beliefs πi are distributed in the population

according to a continuous distribution function G over [0, 1].28

5.2.1 Equilibrium with Heterogeneous Beliefs and Limited Wealth

In a pioneering analysis of betting markets with heterogeneous beliefs, Ali (1977) characterizes the

equilibrium in a binary contingent-claim market populated by risk-neutral traders, ui (w) = w,

with heterogeneous beliefs and bounded wealth equal to w̄.29 Ali’s (1977) original model considers

a pari-mutuel market in which the total amount of money wagered by traders on all outcomes is

shared among the traders who wager on the outcome that is realized. However, when all money is

returned to the bettors (the track take is zero), the equilibrium conditions that result in pari-mutuel

markets are the same as in contingent-claim prediction markets such as the IEM.

When entering the market, traders exchange the wealth for an equal endowment in the two

assets equal to w̄. Replicating Ali’s (1977) original formulation, traders have heterogeneous beliefs

and make no inference from the equilibrium price. It follows that each bettor wagers all the available

wealth on either of the two events. The competitive equilibrium is characterized by the indifference

threshold belief π̄ at which the expected payoff from placing the budget on either outcome is

equalized. Traders with a belief above (below) threshold π̄ place their entire budget on event E

(Ec).

Ali’s (1977) key observation is that the equilibrium price of the asset is equal to the belief of

the median trader only when the median belief is exactly fair πm = 1/2. But if the median belief

is favorable, πm > 1/2, the equilibrium price p is still favorable but lower than that of the belief,

p ∈ (1/2, πm) where πm = G−1 (1/2) > 1/2. (13)

The asset price that equalizes supply and demand is equal to the fraction of the overall budget that

is placed on the corresponding outcome E. To see this, note that a risk-neutral trader who holds a

belief higher than the market price optimally wagers the entire budget on that outcome. Thus, at

price p the demand for asset E is equal to [1−G (p)] w̄ divided by the price p, while its supply is

28The analysis reported below considers special versions of Ottaviani and Sørensen’s (2015) model.
29For example, in the Iowa electronic markets traders are allowed to wager up to $500. Equivalently, traders

might allocate a limited wealth to the prediction market as a result of a two-stage budgeting process. The model

can be easily extended to allow traders to have an heterogeneous wealth bounding the amount they can wager, with

distribution H. In the more general model with risk aversion reported below the positions taken by traders are

endogenously bounded, so that we can allow w̄ to be unbounded.
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equal to w̄. So, it must be that the fraction of traders who have subjective beliefs above p is equal

to the market probability:

1−G (p) = p. (14)

This market clearing condition implies that the equilibrium price is unique and generically equals

the (1− p)-quantile of the distribution of beliefs. By definition of the median πm, half of the bettors
have beliefs above it:

1−G (πm) = 1/2. (15)

Hence, (13) follows from (14) and (15), given that the belief distribution G is increasing.

Result (13) follows from competitive equilibrium behavior regardless of the pari-mutuel market

structure considered by Ali (1977), provided that traders are allowed to wager a limited amount of

money. Intuitively, when more traders have beliefs in favor of an outcome, the corresponding asset

price increases. Hence, traders who desire to hold that asset can acquire a lower amount of that

asset, given the fixed wealth that traders are allowed to invest. For the market to equilibrate, the

favorite must attract some traders with beliefs below the median. For this to happen, the price

of the favorite (respectively longshot) outcome with price p > 1/2 (respectively p < 1/2) must be

below (respectively above) the belief of the median trader.

Ali’s (1977) result is compatible with the favorite-longshot bias, a widely-documented empirical

regularity according to which favorite (respectively longshot) outcomes turn out to be empirically

even more (respectively less) frequent than indicated by the market price.30 The key identifying

assumption for result (13) to explain the favorite-longshot bias is that the belief of the median bettor

is equal to the empirical frequency of the outcome. However, this assumption is problematic because

if the belief of the median trader were to contain information about the empirical frequency of the

outcome, traders should take this information into account when taking their positions– something

Ali’s (1977) model does not contemplate. Like a lot of work before the information economics

revolution in finance, associated with Grossman (1976), and the notion of rational expectations

equilibrium (REE), Ali’s (1977) approach mixes beliefs and information in an unsatisfactory way.

30See Ottaviani and Sørensen (2008) for an overview of the favorite-longshot bias and a discussion of the main

alternative explanations that have been proposed in the literature. Additional explanations are given by Kajii and

Watanabe (2017) (longshots are overvalued in the long run because they give a better chance of getting ahead with

rare but large gains, thus allowing survival for longer than favorites) and Green et al. (2020) (racetracks have

incentives to promote predictions that overestimate the chances of longshots so that naive bettors are induced to

overbet longshots).
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Manski Bounds. Manski (2006) proposes a resolution of this tension based on the following

important observation. Without making Ali’s (1977) strong– and problematic– identifying as-

sumption, from the market clearing equation we can only conclude that when the market price is

p, the mean belief in the population of traders satisfies

E [π] ∈
(
p2, 2p− p2

)
. (16)

To see this, note that the most favorable distribution of beliefs consistent with price p assigns mass

1− p to belief π = 1 and mass p to belief π = p, resulting in average belief E [π] = p2 + (1− p) p =

2p−p2; similarly, the most unfavorable distribution of beliefs assigns mass 1−p to belief π = 0 and

mass p to belief π = p, resulting in E [π] = p2. Manski’s (2006) upper and lower bounds cannot be

achieved, but any point in the interior of the interval (16) is clearly achievable.

Overall, this observation cautions against over-interpreting prices as belief aggregators. At the

same time, the tension is not fully removed because the market price contains some information

about the average belief– and if the average belief is somewhat relevant to estimate the probability of

the underlying event, traders should take this information into account when taking their positions–

contrary to what the model assumes. To this end, however, it is necessary to explicitly model

information, and the inference traders should draw from equilibrium prices, as done in the literature

on rational expectations discussed in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.2 Equilibrium with Heterogeneous Beliefs and Risk Averse Traders

To reach a deeper understanding of the conditions under which market prices under-react to infor-

mation, we now turn to a more general specification of the model with risk-averse traders; i.e., with

u′′ < 0. The assumption of risk aversion is natural in financial markets. To streamline the notation,

we lift the exogenous bound on the amount traders can wager.31 As in the baseline specification

considered in the previous section, beliefs are heterogeneous and traders make no inference of in-

formation from the market price. The presentation follows Gjerstad and Hall (2005) and Wolfers

and Zitzewitz (2006), but also relates to Wilson’s (1968) result on the aggregation of prior beliefs

with CARA preferences.32

31As shown by Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015), the results reported below hold more generally also when traders

have bounded wealth, for example, because of financial frictions.
32Luenberger (1995) reports similar results; see exercise 11.11 for the case with logarithmic preferences and exercise

11.5 for CARA. Rubinstein (1974) extends aggregation à la Wilson (1968) results to allow for heterogeneity in

endowments.
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Consider a trader i with initial wealth level w0 facing price p for state E and price 1−p for state
Ec, where w0 follows distribution H.33 The trader sells pxi units of the Ec asset at price 1− p and
invests the proceeds (1− p) pxi to purchase (1− p)xi units of the E asset, obtaining final wealth

w0 + (1− p)xi in state E and w0 − pxi in state Ec. The trader problem is

max
xi

πiu (w0 + (1− p)xi) + (1− πi)u (w0 − pxi)

with first-order condition

(1− p) πiu′ (w0 + (1− p)xi) = (1− πi) pu′ (w0 − pxi) . (17)

Logarithmic Preferences. Assuming logarithmic utility, u (w) = ln (w), the demand function

that solves (17) is xi = (πi − p)w0/ [p (1− p)]. Market clearing requires that the excess demand
across traders is zero∫ ∞

0

[∫ 1

0

πi − p
p (1− p)g (π) dπ

]
wdH (w) =

E [π]− p
p (1− p)E [w] = 0

so that the unique equilibrium price is equal to the mean of the beliefs of the traders

p =

∫ 1

0

πg (π) dπ = E [π] .

Gjerstad and Hall (2005) and Wolfers and Zitzewitz (2006) also derive the demand when traders

have constant relative risk aversion, u (w) = wρ/ (1− ρ), for ρ ≥ 0; logarithmic utility obtains for

ρ→ 1.

CARA Preferences. With exponential utility ui (w) = − exp (−w), demand is

xi = log

(
1− p
p

)
+ log

(
πi

1− πi

)
,

which does not depend on initial wealth level w0. From the market clearing condition we obtain

that the log-likelihood ratio of the equilibrium price is the average of the traders’ log-likelihood

ratios

log
p

1− p =

∫ 1

0

log

(
π

1− π

)
dG (π) . (18)

33For simplicity we consider the case where beliefs and wealth are independently distributed.
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5.2.3 Aggregation of Information and Beliefs

Building on this framework, suppose now that the belief πi of trader i results from the combination

of the prior belief qi, possibly heterogeneous across traders with distribution G, and the observation

of information summarized by the likelihood ratio L = ln f(s|θ=E)
f(s|θ=Ec) contained in the signal s. Initially

suppose that all traders publicly observe the same signal s, following Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015).

We further assume that beliefs are concordant in the sense of Milgrom and Stokey (1982): traders

interpret information in the same way. After demonstrating that the equilibrium price under-reacts

to public information, we show that the result carries over to the case in which the information is

privately held and dispersed among traders– because all relevant private information is revealed by

the equilibrium price that results under rational expectations.

Bounded Wealth. In the model with risk aversion and bounded wealth, equilibrium condition

(14) is replaced by

p = 1−G
(

p

(1− p)L+ p

)
. (19)

The competitive equilibrium price p (L) is the unique solution to this equation– it is a strictly

increasing function of the information realization L. Inverting Bayes’rule, the market price can be

interpreted as the posterior belief of a hypothetical individual with initial belief

q (L) :=
p (L)

[1− p (L)]L+ p (L)
.

This initial belief q (L) could be interpreted as an aggregate of the heterogeneous subjective prior

beliefs of the individual traders. According to (19), this individual is the marginal trader. However,

this way of aggregating subjective priors cannot be separated from the realization of information.

Given that q (L) is strictly decreasing in L, this initial belief of the marginal trader moves systemati-

cally against the public information available to traders. In this sense, the market price under-reacts

to information.

Decreasing Absolute Risk Aversion. More generally, Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015) show that

prices under-react to information in the model with risk aversion and heterogeneous prior beliefs

under the realistic assumption that traders have decreasing absolute risk aversion (DARA). With

constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) preferences, the heterogeneous prior beliefs are aggregated

into a market prior belief

log
q

1− q =

∫ 1

0

log
qi

1− qi
dG (qi) . (20)
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Without wealth effects, the market prior is equal to a weighted geometric average of the traders’

prior beliefs, according to Wilson’s (1968) classic result. In this boundary CARA case, the equi-

librium price reacts like a Bayesian posterior belief computed with a market prior equal q. Under

DARA preferences, under-reaction results because an increase in price induced by the realization

of favorable information generates a negative wealth effect that induces traders to buy less. Thus,

revelation of favorable information reduces (or increases) the weight assigned to more optimistic

(or pessimistic) traders, resulting in under-reaction. As prior beliefs become more heterogeneous

through a median preserving spread, the price under-reacts more to information.

Revelation of Private Information under Rational Expectations. While in the presenta-

tion so far the information L is publicly revealed, next we consider the case in which this information

is initially dispersed among market participants, as is natural in prediction markets. When infor-

mation is private rather than public, the same outcome results under the unique fully revealing

rational expectations equilibrium (REE) à la Grossman (1976) and Radner (1979), as we show

below.34 For this reinterpretation, suppose that s = {si}i∈I , where signal si is privately observed
by trader i before trading. The model (i.e., preferences, prior beliefs, and signal distributions) and

the rationality of all traders are common knowledge.

Before presenting the result, note that the informational requirements for REE equilibrium are

more demanding than those for the notion of competitive equilibrium. As also argued by Morris

(1995), the REE concept in general relies on strong assumptions in terms of common knowledge.

The learning that is necessary for strategic equilibrium play to become sensible would also eliminate

heterogeneity in prior beliefs (see Dekel, Fudenberg, and Levine (2004)). In spite of this caveat,

REE equilibrium is a useful benchmark to capture the fact that traders make an inference about

the state from the realized price when information is asymmetric.

A related issue is whether the equilibrium is implementable. As discussed by Palfrey and Sri-

vastava (1986), when agents are informationally small, they have no incentive to falsely report their

information. We provide here an adaptation of their result to our setting. Suppose the trader

population is divided into N classes of traders, n = 1, . . . , N . Each class n consists of at least

two traders denoted by in ∈ In. Traders in class n have an aggregate endowment of each asset

equal to τn > 0, such that
∑N

n=1 τn = 1. Within class n, Gn (q) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the share of its

assets initially held by individuals with subjective prior belief less than or equal to q. Traders in

34We focus on the necessary properties of this equilibrium, while Radner (1979) discusses suffi cient conditions for

its existence.
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class n all observe the common signal sn. This observation is private to the class. Let fn (sn|ω)

denote the conditional probability density, with a likelihood ratio Ln (sn). We assume that sig-

nals are independently distributed across classes. Then, s = (s1, . . . , sN) has conditional density

f (s|θ) =
∏N

n=1 fn (sn|θ).
Consider the following mechanism. Each trader is asked to report the signal. If all traders in each

group send identical reports, then the mechanism designer computes the competitive equilibrium

p (L) that would result if s were publicly observed, with L = f (s|E) /f (s|Ec). Traders are then

allowed to exchange assets at price p (L), subject to their possible wealth bound. If some trader-

pair from some group sends different reports, all traders stay with their initial asset allocation. This

mechanism admits a Bayesian Nash equilibrium in which every player reports truthfully.35

The proof works as follows. Suppose that all traders but in send truthful reports. Suppose that

in has observed signal sn. Reporting sn results in the competitive equilibrium allocation given s.

Deviating results in the initial endowment. In competitive equilibrium, trader in can always choose

to keep the initial endowment of the assets, so the competitive allocation is weakly preferred by

revealed preference. Hence, truthtelling is optimal and the mechanism implements the competitive

equilibrium as if s were publicly observable.

Because the assumption that the market reaches a fully revealing equilibrium is not warranted

for some market rules, this is the most optimistic scenario for information aggregation.36 Relaxing

the REE assumption, Ottaviani and Sørensen (2009, 2010) analyze a game-theoretic model of pari-

mutuel betting where traders have a common prior but are unable to condition their behavior on the

information that is contained in the equilibrium price.37 They find that the price under-reacts or

over-reacts to information depending on the amount of information relative to noise that is present

in the market. In contrast, in the model presented here the information possessed by the traders is

revealed in equilibrium, but the price under-reacts to information nevertheless when the priors are

heterogeneous and wealth effects are present.

Link to No-Trade Theorem. It is worth relating this analysis to the no-trade theorem, accord-

ing to which rational traders cannot take positions against one another on the basis of differences of

35This result and the surrounding discussion is based on an unpublished appendix of the working paper version of

Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015). We thank Peter Norman Sørensen for collaboration in proving the result.
36Plott and Sunder (1982) and Forsythe and Lundholm (1990) experimentally investigate the conditions leading

to equilibrium in settings with differential private information.
37See also Shin (1991, 1992) for a derivation of the favorite-longshot bias when prices are quoted by an uninformed

monopolist bookmaker.
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information alone.38 In the static model presented here, trade takes place only if traders have hetero-

geneous beliefs; different private information alone would not be enough for trade. Embedding this

model in a multi-period framework with additional concordant information arriving in each period,

no more trade occurs from the second period, consistent with Milgrom and Stokey’s (1982) general

framework. As shown by Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015), price changes are positively correlated,

consistent with the empirical pattern of momentum and post-earning announcement drift.

Two key deviations from Grossman’s (1976) classic model of REE are essential to obtain under-

reaction: heterogeneous priors and wealth effects. The finance literature before REE mostly focused

on heterogeneous priors models (see Miller (1977) and Mayshar (1983)). Since Grossman (1976)

and Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), for roughly twenty years REE models dominated the scene in the

finance literature, in various guises and forms, but almost always with common prior and CARA

preferences.39 However, a bifurcation occurred in the finance literature in the last twenty years.

Because the volume of trade is hard to reconcile with predictions of models with common prior, a

large part of the more applied literature returned to heterogeneous beliefs, but abstracted away from

information (see Hong and Stein (2007)). By combining heterogeneous beliefs with information, the

synthesis proposed by the model reported here suggests a way forward that retains the basic lesson

of the information economics revolution, without throwing away the baby (information) with the

bath water (REE).

A more realistic model would also relax the assumption of concordant beliefs, consistent with

mounting evidence, at least since Kandel and Zilberfarb (1999), that information is processed and

interpreted differently across agents. A key diffi culty is the limited analytical tractability of models

with heterogeneous interpretation of information where Milgrom and Stokey’s (1982) characteriza-

tion does not apply,40 especially when forward-looking traders operate in a dynamic environment.41

38See Rubinstein (1975), Kreps (1977), Tirole (1982), Milgrom and Stokey (1982), and Morris (1994).
39In a notable exception, Varian (1989) relaxes common prior, but sticks to CARA preferences to retain tractability

in combination with normality assumptions for the prior and the signals. Without wealth effects, the price still reacts

one for one to information. The model with binary state presented here can handle general risk preferences– and

thus relax CARA– in a tractable way.
40See Harris and Raviv (1993) for a model of trading with differential interpretation of information across market

participants.
41See, for example, Banerjee and Kremer (2010).
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5.3 Automated Market Maker

A common implementation of prediction markets relies on determining the price through an auto-

mated market maker. An attractive feature of this design is that trading participants can instanta-

neously take positions against the automated market maker at any time the market is open, without

having to wait for another trader who is willing to take the other side of the trade.

The automated market maker operates according to a cost function C : RΘ 7→ R that maps

a vector of bets b to a scalar representing how much money has been paid into the system. Each

entry bθ in the vector b represents how much money is to be paid out if event θ is realized. For

instance, Θ = {E,Ec} when the market is over a binary event. If the market maker has taken bets
that sum to paying out bE if E is realized and bEc if Ec is realized, then b = (bE, bEc). The market

maker charges C(bE + 1, bEc)−C(bE, bEc) to a trader that makes an additional bet, in exchange for

committing to pay one dollar under E to the trader.

Hanson (2003, 2007) proposed a commonly adopted design for the automated market maker

based on a logarithmic market scoring rule (LMSR), with cost function

C(b) = β log

[∑
θ∈Θ

exp (bθ/β)

]
,

where β > 0 is a market liquidity parameter set by the market administrator. When the level of

β is higher, the market is less affected by small bets. The LMSR has a worst-case loss of β log n,

which corresponds to the highest amount the participating traders can win from the market maker.

Prices are defined by the gradient of the cost function, so that the price of event θ with LMSR is

pθ (b) =
exp (bθ/β)∑
θ∈Θ exp (bθ/β)

.

These prices define a probability distribution over the event space (they are non-negative, sum to

one, and exist for any set of events) and thus can be thought of as event probabilities. For the binary

market example sketched above, starting from the vector of bets (bE, bEc), when a trader places an

additional bet on asset θ = E the price increases from pθ (bE, bEc) to pθ (bE + 1, bEc). Participating

traders who maximize the expected value of their wins without capital constraints should interact

with the LMSR until the market maker’s prices reflect their beliefs.

When participants have a common prior and are allowed to trade sequentially for infinite turns,

and prices are publicly announced after each period, Ostrovsky (2012) shows that the market price

of each asset converges in probability to its expected value, conditional on the traders’ pooled
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information. Under common prior, we know from Aumann (1976) that posterior beliefs must be

identical if they are public information, and from Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1982) that

repeated announcements of beliefs generically lead to belief convergence. Sethi and Vaughan (2016)

investigate the performance of the automated market maker design when traders have heterogeneous

priors.

5.4 Performance of Prediction Markets

Market Manipulation. Prediction and betting markets are not immune to manipulation. Ernest

Hemingway, in Chapter 20 of Farewell to Arms, gives a literary account of market manipulation

at Milan’s San Siro racetrack. Having heard rumors that Italian horse racing is crooked, the

American protagonists notice a purplish-black horse they believe has been dyed to cover its true

color. Hoping the horse is a champion in disguise, the protagonists bet on this horse that displays

very long provisional odds of thirty-five to one. The horse goes on to win soundly, but just before

the race begins the pari-mutuel odds drastically adjust, because insiders heavily back the horse.

The protagonists end up collecting much less than initially expected.

In the baseline model presented above, the state of the world is exogenous and cannot be affected

by the traders. This assumption is realistic for prediction markets on economic statistics, such

as non-farm payroll employment. In the context of corporate decision making, however, traders

might be able to manipulate the outcome. The positions taken in the prediction market may

actually enhance the manipulation incentives. Building on this model, Ottaviani and Sørensen

(2007) analyze the incentives of traders to manipulate the outcome. Focusing on the case with

CARA preferences, they show that more optimistic traders have an incentive to bet on success

while pessimists bet against success. Because of the positions they take in the market, optimists

have an incentive to improve the chances of project success, while pessimists manipulate the chances

in the opposite direction. The manipulation game among traders leads to wasteful activities, in

which participants partly offset each others’manipulations. Overall, manipulations of optimists

and pessimists typically do not perfectly offset each other. Introducing the prediction market helps

the market designer become more informed about the chance of project success, but it also directly

influences this chance.42

Traders in prediction markets also have incentives to spread rumors or false information for

42Wolfers (2006) analyzes empirically the interplay between point shaving and betting in basketball. See Bag and

Saha (2011) for a model of match fixing in competitive bookmaking.
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the purpose of manipulating the market price and then take advantage of the induced mispricing.43

Information-based manipulation is a public good among manipulators, who would individually prefer

to free-ride on the attempts by others to manipulate the market. Free riding increases as the

market becomes more liquid. However, this kind of manipulation is a serious concern for illiquid

prediction markets. In a field experiment to verify the possibility of information-based manipulation

in pari-mutuel betting markets, Camerer (1998) manages to move odds visibly by taking, and

then strategically cancelling, positions. However, in spite of the additional bets attracted toward

the horse that was temporarily bet, the final net effect was close to zero. In Hanson, Oprea,

and Porter’s (2006) lab experiment, attempts to manipulate the market also failed and ended up

increasing liquidity, thus improving information aggregation.44

Finally, consider trade-based manipulation analyzed by Goldstein and Guembel (2008) in the

context of regular asset markets where equilibrium prices incorporate the value of information

created by the improved decision. In that context, traders may have an incentive to manipulate the

market in order to affect the decisions made on the basis of market outcomes. The scope for this

kind of manipulation is moot for prediction markets in which the state of the world is exogenous to

the trading process. In political prediction markets, however, the state can become endogenous to

the trading process. Manipulating political prediction markets can then be a more cost-effective way

to affect public opinion than political campaigning. The possibility of trade-based manipulation

then arises if traders are allowed to take large positions; Rothschild and Sethi (2016) report evidence

suggestive of manipulation by a single large trader. Trade-based manipulation strategies are also

relevant for idea markets or, more generally, for decision markets built for the purpose of improving

decision making, as discussed below.

Feedback Effects. Lieli and Nieto-Barthaburu (2020) extend the baseline prediction market

model to analyze feedback, whereby a decision maker can intervene and change the probability of

the underlying event in response to the information revealed by the market price.45 They show

that the action taken by the decision maker substantially affects how equilibrium prices respond

to information. In the presence of feedback, an REE may not exist and there may be partially

43See Benabou and Laroque (1992) for an insightful analysis of manipulation through information in regular asset

markets.
44Deck et al.’s (2013) lab experiment gives more negative results. They find that well-funded manipulators can

impact the predictive ability of markets and mislead users of market predictions.
45Bond, Goldstein, and Prescott (2010) and Siemroth (forthcoming) analyze similar models and obtain closely

related insights.
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revealing REE. They characterize conditions under which a fully revealing REE exists, in which

the equilibrium price declines in response to information that is ex-ante more favorable to the

occurrence of the underlying event. In some cases, there is an equilibrium that does not reveal any

information, resulting in a zero price for the asset regardless of the information held by traders.46

Empirical Analyses of Betting Markets. Like prediction markets, betting markets feature a

specific termination point at which uncertainty is resolved. The outcome is also broadly exogenous

to trade, making betting markets natural laboratories for testing economic theories, as argued

by Thaler and Ziemba (1988). A large empirical literature has attempted to test the so-called

effi cient market hypothesis, EMH, according to which competitive asset prices reflect all relevant

information. With a lineage that can be traced back at least to Bachelier, the EMH broadly means

that it is not possible to outperform the market in a systematic fashion. The various forms of the

EMH were crystallized by Fama (1970). According to the weak form, the current price of an asset

traded in a competitive market reflects the information contained in past prices. The semi-strong

form predicates that an asset’s current price should reflect all public information on past, current

and future events. The strong form states that prices reflect all public and private information

available to traders.

Betting markets, the most common prediction markets, have long been a testing ground for the

EMH. In many jurisdictions, betting is subject to government regulation that restricts gambling

and it is typically allowed in association to recreational events or sport games.47 Strict government

restrictions are also imposed on the operation of betting markets. For example, the US allows bets

on the outcome of horse races to be placed only through the pari-mutuel system. UK punters,

instead, can choose whether to bet with the (pari-mutuel) tote or with competing bookmarkers,

known as bookies. Bookies’odds are also called fixed odds, in contrast with pari-mutuel odds which

instead vary depending on the bets placed overall on the different outcomes.48

Griffi th (1949), a psychologist, is credited with the first academic paper comparing the market

odds for different horses and the associated empirical frequencies. The early empirical literature was

mostly based on aggregate betting data with no information about bets placed by single market

participants. More recent work has started using individual-level data. Jullien and Salanié (2000)

develop a methodology to estimate the preferences of a representative agent, while allowing for

46See also Meirowitz and Tucker (2004) and Boleslavsky, Kelly, and Taylor (2017).
47For a primer and references see Pradier (2019).
48Ottaviani and Sørensen (2005) compare the equilibrium in parimutuel markets and fixed-odds in a unified model.
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heterogeneity among races. Jullien and Salaniè (2008) overview the large empirical literature on

betting markets. Here, we highlight some more recent developments.

Comparing pari-mutuel odds for bets on outcomes of single races and on exotic bets correspond-

ing to the combination of outcomes across a number of races, Snowberg and Wolfers (2010) argue

that misperceptions of probabilities, rather than risk-loving attitudes, drive the favorite-longshot

bias. Also analyzing a large data set from pari-mutuel markets, Gandhi and Serrano-Padial (2015)

conclude that the belief heterogeneity model empirically outperforms existing preference-based ex-

planations of the favorite-longshot bias. Chiappori et al. (2019) estimate risk preferences of bettors

within a theoretical framework that does not allow for heterogeneous belief. Their results point to

the importance of nonlinear probability weighting and suggest that several dimensions of hetero-

geneity may be present.

Empirical Performance of Prediction Markets. Page and Clemen (2013) document that

prices in prediction markets with relatively short time expiration are reasonably well-calibrated,

but prices for markets predicting events further in the future exhibit a more pronounced favorite-

longshot bias. This result is consistent with an increase in the dispersion of beliefs for events in the

more distant future.

Prediction market prices cannot contain more information than the traders possess in the first

place. As argued by Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), given that market prices reveal information,

traders should have limited incentives to acquire information. In a prediction market lab experiment,

Page and Siemroth (2017) find that traders tend to acquire more information than is individually

optimal in equilibrium. This finding is consistent with the high level of forecasting accuracy observed

in prediction markets. In another experimental study, Page and Siemroth (2020) find that prices

incorporate less than 50% of the private information held by traders, but reflect almost completely

public information. This evidence points to semi-strong, rather than strong-form, informational

effi ciency.49

Gauriot and Page (2020) compare the evolution of market prices for bets on football matches

exploiting the occurrence of random information shocks, based on whether shots that hit the post

end up going in the goal or bouncing off the goal. They find that market prices react surprisingly

quickly and effi ciently to the arrival of information, with no evidence of average abnormal returns.

49See also Ngangoué and Weizsäcker (2021) for experimental evidence about the diffi culty in inferring information

from prices that are determined from simultaneous trading rules. Findings along these lines might explain empirical

deviations from rational expectations equilibria.
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This null result is precisely estimated, given their large sample size. Nonetheless, when the infor-

mation shocks are large, toward the end of the markets’life, some significant under-reaction occurs.

This result could be due to budget constraints faced by traders, consistent with the theory presented

above.

Performance Comparison to Polls. Morgan and Stocken (2008) propose a model of a poll with

strategic survey respondents. As in Crawford and Sobel’s (1982) model of strategic information

transmission, respondents have incentives to misreport their information in order to influence the

outcome of the poll. Kawamura (2013) shows that an increase in sample size dampens the individual

influence on the decision and hence worsens the incentive of respondents to exaggerate their reports.

The quality of communication with each respondent may improve as the sample size becomes

smaller, resulting in a trade-off between the quality and quantity of communication.

A number of empirical studies contrast the performance of prediction markets with polls or sur-

vey of experts. Compared to 964 national polls over the 1988-2004, Berg, Nelson, and Rietz (2008)

document that IEM vote-share predictions for presidential elections are closer to the eventual out-

come 74% of the time. They also find that prediction markets significantly outperform polls in every

election when forecasting more than 100 days in advance. With German data on the premier soccer

league, Spann and Skiera (2009) find that prediction markets and betting odds have comparable

forecast accuracy, but both methods strongly outperform tipsters. For the 2008 presidential elec-

tion, Rothschild (2009) finds superior performance of properly de-biased prediction market results

from Intrade compared to the victory probability published by Nate Silver’s FiveThirtyEight, based

on an aggregation of de-biased poll results. In a series of high-profile forecasting tournaments at the

Intelligence Advanced Research Project Agency, Atanasov et al. (2017) and Dana et al. (2019) find

that polls based on self reports– once proper scoring feedback, collaboration features, and statis-

tical aggregation are applied– can be as accurate as prediction-market prices in forecasting a wide

range of geopolitical events. Combining forecasts obtained from the two methods further improved

accuracy.

Corporate Prediction Markets. Plott and Chen (2002) pioneer the implementation of cor-

porate prediction markets at Hewlett-Packard Corporation. In spite of the diffi culties in ensuring

participation, they found that market forecasts improve over more traditional methods for fore-

casting sales. Cowgill and Zitzewitz (2015) analyze a wide array of internal markets at Google,

Ford Motor Company, and an anonymous basic materials conglomerate, including markets that
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forecast sales, product quality, project deadlines being met, and external events, as well as with

different design and pool of participants, from either the entire company or specific divisions. They

broadly conclude that corporate prediction markets outperform the expert forecasts that had been

previously used as a basis for decisions. In an HBS teaching case on prediction markets at Google,

Coles, Lakhani, and McAfee (2007) stress the diffi culties in maintaining interest by informed market

participants, as well as in finding effective use of the information collected by management. Also,

the initiative risks being boycotted by parties in the organization who do not benefit from increased

information transparency.

These early prediction markets were organized as web-based double auctions for binary securities,

following the pioneering design of the IEM described by Berg, Nelson, and Rietz (2008). The double

auction design typically works well when it attracts sustained interest and active participation by

a large number of traders. However, limited participation often makes prediction markets illiquid,

resulting in intermittent trading for long stretches of time and wide bid-ask spreads. To deal with

this problem, a number of designers adopted automated market maker rules, such as Hanson’s

(2003) LMSR. Automated market makers can be easily adapted to forecast events with many

possible realizations, such as project completion dates. Othman and Sandholm (2013) report the

experience gained running an LMSR market to predict the opening day of a new computer science

complex at Carnegie Mellon University.

Yet another design exploits the pari-mutuel method for aggregating bets, first analyzed by Borel

(1938) and more recently by Lambert et al. (2015). Gillen, Plott, and Shum (2017) report on a long-

running field experiment at Intel testing the performance of a pari-mutuel information aggregation

mechanism for forecasting sales.

Dianat and Siemroth (2020) design laboratory experiments to compare the performance of dif-

ferent market designs. They contrast a straightforward market design for a project deadline market

with an asset that pays out 1 if the deadline is met and 0 otherwise. As shown theoretically by

Siemroth (forthcoming), with such a deadline asset design, employees predicting a missed deadline

suffer from a self-defeating prophecy. The manager response triggered by the prediction falsifies the

prediction, thus destroying equilibria in which workers reveal their information.50 A theoretically

preferable market design involves an action asset that pays off 1 if the manager assigns additional

resources, and 0 if not. For this asset a revealing equilibrium exists, whereby employees trade at

50If employees bet on a missed deadline in the bad state, the price is driven down. This price reaction prompts

the manager to assign additional resources. This response by the manager leads to the deadline being met, reducing

the profit for the trader. Thus, employees suffer from revealing their information.
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high prices in the bad state (and the manager invests additional resources) and at low prices in the

good state (suggesting to the manager not to invest); however, in this case there are multiple equi-

libria, which makes coordination diffi cult. Dianat and Siemroth (2020) find that the theoretically

superior action asset design leads to improved manager decisions compared to the deadline asset

only if it is accompanied by advice explaining how the “good”revealing equilibrium strategy works.

Overall, this experiment shows the importance and subtlety involved in running effective corporate

prediction markets.

Idea Markets. Idea markets pit competing projects within a company. In an extended case

study, Soukhoroukova, Spann, and Skiera (2012) stress the effectiveness of idea markets in assisting

management in the process for developing new products. Spears and LaComb (2009) describe

an early implementation at General Electric (GE). Company researchers and product developers

working in competing teams propose ideas worth financing. An asset is associated to each idea.

Ideas are initially screened by a committee of experts and then evaluated according to market prices

resulting from trading among a broad set of GE employees, including the proponents of the ideas.

During the trading process, market participants can also give feedback to the different ideas. Given

that the performance of the projects associated to the ideas is typically unobserved, the market

is liquidated on the basis of the final asset prices resulting when the market is terminated. At

that point, GE allocates a research budget to the ideas with highest prices. The proposers of the

winning ideas thus obtain highly visible rewards. Incentives for accuracy in the evaluation process

are bolstered by allocating small prizes to top traders, who are rewarded based on the value of their

portfolio when the market is closed. Ottaviani (2009) discusses how the design of GE idea markets

can be improved to contain market manipulation.

Idea markets resemble regular financial markets, because asset values are endogenous to the

trading process, rather than exogenous as in classic prediction markets. Information about the

ex post performance of the underlying idea becomes available, if at all, only for projects that

are undertaken, and often with a long delay. Without the ex post validation that characterizes

prediction markets, idea market participants are rewarded for their ability to accurately predict

the choices of other market participants. Pure idea markets are beauty contests, rife with multiple

equilibria. See Marinovic, Ottaviani, and Sorensen (2013) for a theoretical analysis in the context

of a model based on Morris and Shin (2002).51

51On the role of incentives in idea generation platforms see also Toubia (2006) and Luo and Toubia (2015).
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Compared to regular prediction markets, idea markets are more prone to manipulation. Given

that the information revealed affects the value of the underlying assets corresponding to the dif-

ferent ideas, idea markets are also subject to the risk of trade-based manipulation, in addition to

outcome-based and information-based manipulation. As Goldstein and Guembel (2008) show in

a microstructure model populated by informed and uninformed traders, an uniformed trader can

profit by establishing a short position in the asset and subsequently driving down the price by fur-

ther short sales. The lower price that is induced is taken as negative evidence ineffi ciently driving

down the investment, thereby reducing the value of the asset and thus allowing the speculator to

cover the short position at a lower cost and make a profit.

6 Science as Nonmarket

The failures of the market for information identified by Arrow (1962), as reported in the introduc-

tion, are particularly serious for basic research whose input is used in subsequent, more applied,

innovations.52 Given the non-rival nature of knowledge and innovation, governments have long

recognized the social value of subsidizing research through a number of tools, including research

grants, procurement contracts, R&D subsidies, support to universities, and research prizes. Most

work in industrial organization has focused on the market for technology transfer and patents,

where markets and explicit incentives naturally play an important role.53 However, science largely

operates outside the market and so far has been studied mostly by historians, sociologists, and

philosophers of science.54

We believe that the marginal value of economic analysis in science is high. So far, science has

attracted limited attention from economists, in spite of Stigler’s (1983) invitation. The organization

of science is one of the central problems in modern societies. Over the last decades, rich data on

scientists, publications, and citations has become available, spurring the developments of interdis-

ciplinary fields in the area of information science. Journals and funding agencies are increasingly

52According to Arrow (1962), the market system is unfit to yield an effi cient production of new information for

the following reasons (see also the introduction): First, adding to the stock of knowledge is a business fraught with

great risks, which are mostly uninsurable due to moral hazard problems. Second, on the supply side, once produced,

information can be replicated at zero (or very low) cost, so it should be made widely available to achieve effi ciency.

Third, turning to the demand side, the value of information becomes known only after purchase, so that trading

becomes particularly diffi cult.
53See Scotchmer (2004) for an overview of the economics of innovation.
54Godfrey-Smith (2009) presents an accessible introduction to philosophy of science.
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willing to share data to improve the design of their procedures for selecting articles for publication

and research projects for funding. We believe the time is ripe to deploy the tools of information

economics, agency theory, and mechanism design to solve the incentive problems that are rife in

science.

After surveying some classic contributions to the sociology of science, this section presents some

recent developments in the economics of science, while emphasizing some important open questions.

We refer to Dasgupta and David (1994) and Stephan (2012) for broader introductions to the area.

6.1 Organization of Science

Merton Norms. In a defining contribution to the sociology of science, Merton (1942) introduces

the institutional imperatives that characterize the ethos of modern science: communalism, univer-

salism, disinterestedness, and organized skepticism. According to the communalism norm, scientific

ideas should be common property, as “the substantive findings of science are the product of col-

laboration and are assigned to the community.”55 Universalism prescribes that scientific ideas have

universal value, independent of the personal attributes and social background of the proponents.

Scientists should also be disinterested and act for the benefit of the common scientific enterprise,

rather than for personal gain. Finally, organized skepticism refers to the community-wide norm of

openly challenging and testing ideas, instead of accepting them on trust. Merton’s four principles

are often summarized as the CUDO norms, or CUDOS.56

History of Science. When modern science developed as a blend of experimentalism and Re-

naissance mathematics in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, aristocratic patrons had to be

convinced to finance scientists rather than artists, who could offer immediate ornamental value. As

David (1998) argues, scientists started disclosing their discoveries to peers who could vouch for the

quality of the contributions. This hypothesis views openness as a certification mechanism.

55Merton (1942): “Property rights in science are whittled down to a bare minimum by the rationale of the scientific

ethic. The scientist’s claim to ‘his’intellectual ‘property’is limited to that of recognition and esteem which, if the

institution functions with a modicum of effi ciency, is roughly commensurate with the significance of the increments

brought to the common fund of knowledge. Eponymy– for example, the Copernican system, Boyle’s law– is thus at

once a mnemonic and a commemorative device.”
56Ziman (2000) conveniently splits Merton’s (1942) fourth norm into originality and skepticism. Scientists should

strive to make original contributions, while expecting to defend their claim to fame against the attacks of skeptical

peers.
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Shapin (1994) documents how in seventeenth-century England the modern scientific culture

emerged in gentlemen circles around Robert Boyle, one of the founders of the Royal Society, which

started publishing Philosophical Transactions, the world’s first science journal. As reported by

Crosland (2002), in the first half of the nineteenth century the French Académie des Sciences pi-

oneered the adoption of a number of modern practices for evaluating and funding research, such

as refereeing submitted articles, awarding small research grants (“encouragements”) to allow lead-

ing scientists to carry out promising projects, and measuring citations to evaluate candidates. As

explained by Ben-David (1970), around 1840 France lost its lead in research to England and then

Germany.57

Science Reward System. Mertonian ideals depict a somewhat utopian world of open science.58

There is an unresolved tension between these Mertonian prescriptive norms and the individual

motivations of actual scientists, who might not always embrace these noble ideals. In another

classic contribution, Merton (1957) describes the reward system in science. Recognition for being

the first to make a discovery is the basic currency for scientific reward. This recognition is private

property of the discoverer. However, according to the norm of communalism, common scientific

property is established once an idea is published. In the best-case scenario, a scientist is rewarded

for naming the idea– however, recognition creates conflict among multiple discoverers. Even if

scientific fraud is rare, adherence to the norms is likely to be far from perfect. Lacetera and Zirulia

(2011) develop an economic model of scientific misconduct. For empirical evidence see Fanelli (2009)

on fraud and Azoulay et al. (2017) on retractions.

Stern (2004) quantifies the wage scientists are willing to give up (compensating differential)

for the freedom to pursue their own individual research agendas, as well as for the ability to

publish their work. Aghion et al. (2008) model academia as a commitment to allow individual

scientists to pursue their own preferred research strategies.59 Because scientists’motivations are

57Ben-David (1977) documents how modern Western institutions for the production and diffusion of academic

knowledge evolved historically in England, France, Germany, and the United States.
58Merton (1942): “The institutional conception of science as part of the public domain is linked with the imperative

for communication of findings. Secrecy is the antithesis of this norm; full and open communication its enactment.

The pressure for diffusion of results is reinforced by the institutional goal of advancing the boundaries of knowledge

and by the incentive of recognition which is, of course, contingent upon publication.”
59Craig and Vierø (2013) analyze an equilibrium model where heterogeneous researchers sort into working for

universities or an outside sector. Researchers care about peer effects, their relative status within university, as well

as salary compensation.
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largely intrinsic, to understand the organization of science it is important to take into account the

interaction of social preferences with explicit incentives, following the lead of Kreps (1997), Sobel

(2005), Besley and Ghatak (2005), Bénabou and Tirole (2006), and Ellingsen and Johannesson

(2008). Cohen, Sauermann, and Stephan (2020) evaluate empirically how scientists in different

fields trade off academic against commercial returns.

Priority, Disclosure, and Citations. Given that scientific knowledge is a public good, according

to a long-standing argument (see Arrow, 1962), we should expect market provision to be ineffi cient.

Priority can be seen as an effective mechanism to incentivize the private production of scientific

knowledge. As stressed by Merton (1988), priority awards a prize that consists in the public

recognition of the first individual who discovers and clearly explains a new idea. As Dasgupta and

David (1987) explain: “Priority creates a privately-owned asset– a form of intellectual property–

from the very act of relinquishing exclusive possession of the new knowledge.”

Hull (1988) highlights that, to further link the priority prize to the user value of the idea, the

reward is made proportional to the number and quality of citations. Scientists operate within a

social structure that leverages their individual curiosity to discover new knowledge. Each scientist,

motivated by personal curiosity and advancement, builds and expands on the ideas and methods

laid out by previous generations of scientists in the field. Of course, the really successful scientists

manage to revolutionize the field (see Kuhn, 1962), but even revolutionary work takes full stock of

the state of the art in the field. Individual scientists operate within a system of cooperation and

trust. To develop their own ideas, scientists use the work of others in ways that provide support

for what they are doing. The lifeblood and currency of science is the scientific credit on which the

entire reputation system is built. By citing relevant previous work, authors reassure users that they

build on sound foundations. Thus, scientists trade credit for support, in the hope that others will do

the same for them. In a sense, this reciprocation originates from, or at least is broadly compatible

with, self interest. According to this invisible hand argument, the disclosure, priority, and citation

system directs the individual curiosity and motivation of individual scientists toward what is useful

for the scientific community as a whole.60

This way, the science reward system can be seen as an incentive system made up of a number of

complementary elements, as in Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994). It would be useful to formalize this

interesting argument and address questions like: When does the introduction of commercial incen-

60See also Kitcher (1995), Strevens (2003), Hull (1997), and Kleinberg and Oren (2011) for other contributions

along these lines.
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tives worsens the performance of the priority system? Can the secrecy associated with commercial

science threaten the CUDOS norms? Which alternative mechanisms could perform better?

6.2 Measuring Influence

The availability of publication data is closely tied to the development of scientometrics, a meta-

research field spearheaded by Garfield (1955) and De Solla Price (1965). Rooted in library and

archival science, scientometrics and information science combine network theory with data analysis

with the aim of developing effective measures of the impact of publications.61 Work in this area

has been blossoming with improvements in information technology in the last decades and with

transdisciplinary collaborations among social, natural, and physical scientists.62

So far, scientometrics has had rather limited points of contact with economics. After using

citation data to measure research productivity within economics (see, e.g., Liebowitz and Palmer,

1984), economists started contributing insights that are more generally applicable to the evalua-

tion of science (see Stigler et al., 1995; Ellison, 2002, 2013). In a contribution at the interplay of

economics and scientometrics, Palacios-Huerta and Volij (2004) provide an axiomatic characteri-

zation of the invariant method that assigns to each journal a weighted sum of its citations, with

weights equal to the scores of the citing journals divided by their respective reference intensities.

The invariant method implemented through the article influence score (see eigenfactor.org, West,

Bergstrom, and Bergstrom (2010)) is gaining ground over Garfield’s (1972) impact factor, equal to

the normalized average number of citations obtained by the articles published in a journal.

In this line of research, Demange’s (2014) handicap method associates to each journal two

values: (i) a score, which measures the impact of the journal through citations it receives from

other journals; and (ii) an incompetence weight, capturing the influence the journal obtains from

the other journals it cites. Scores and weights are simultaneously determined: a journal’s score is

the sum of its citations weighted by the citing journal’s competence, while the incompetence of a

journal is the weighted sum of its references, where the weights are the inverse of the score of the

cited journal. Perry and Reny (2016) study the axiomatic properties of measures of intellectual

influence of scholars who publish a number of articles. We refer to Palacios-Huerta and Volij (2014)

for an overview of the literature on axiomatic properties of measures of intellectual influence.

61See Moed (2006) for a systematic overview of the main issues and techniques of citation analysis.
62Fortunato et al. (2018) introduce the frontier in the science of science.
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6.3 Selection, Publication, and Funding

Science can be a great laboratory for studying information collection and aggregation. As richer

data sets are shared by repositories and funding agencies, it should be possible to dissect the layers

of selection behind the production of scientific knowledge:

• Individuals self-select into becoming scientists depending on their interests.

• Scientists select their field of study, the topic to work on, and the site where undertake their
investigation.

• Research funding agencies select which scientists to fund after soliciting opinions from selected
reviewers.

• Editors select reviewers and eventually select which papers to publish among the many that
are submitted.

• Readers select articles they find worth reading.

These different levels of selection determine the information that is created by the scientific com-

munity and that is eventually added to the body of knowledge of the society at large. Selection in

research can be unpacked into a downstream and an upstream level: (i) At the downstream level

individuals make choices, such as deciding whether to become researchers, what to work on, where

to conduct the experiment, which data sample to analyze, and which articles to read. (ii) At the

upstream level, organizations such as funding agencies, universities, and private foundations sup-

port research by managing selection mechanisms and funding schemes. The evolution of knowledge

in society depends on the overall balance of incentives in the system. Science policy designs these

incentives.

In a seminal paper, Zuckerman and Merton (1971) compared acceptance rates at leading schol-

arly journals across academic disciplines. They hypothesized that the higher rejection rates in the

social sciences and humanities than in the physical sciences is associated with a lower level of con-

sensus; While Hargens (1975, 1988) and Cole (1983) find mixed evidence, time might be ripe to

revisit the question of differential selection by explicitly modeling the self-selection by authors into

journal submission as well as the noisy evaluation by reviewers.

The fledgling literature on research and the editorial process leading to publication started

investigating issues such as: the role of submission fees (Leslie (2005) and Cotton (2013)), anonymity
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of reviews (Taylor and Yildirim (2011)), sequential submissions (Muller-Itten (2019)), and the role

of editors (Krieger, Myers, and Stern (2021)). Building on contest theory, Bobtcheff, Bolte, and

Mariotti (2017) model incentives in a priority race in which researchers trade off the benefit of

marginal improvement to their innovation with the risk of being scooped by competing researchers.

Hill and Stein (2021b) find that scooped scientists still obtain a non-negligible fraction of credit and

citations. Hill and Stein (2021a) quantify the reduction in quality that results when competition

among researchers becomes fiercer in the field of structural biology, where macro-molecules can be

assigned objective quality measures.

The related problem of the organization and design of research funding is now attracting renewed

attention; see Azoulay and Li (2020) for an overview of the recent empirical literature. Among

recent papers, we single out Li (2017) estimating the tradeoff between bias and informativeness

of reviewers at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and Azoulay, Graff Zivin, Li, and Sampat

(2019) quantifying the impact of NIH grants on pharmaceutical and biotechnological innovation and

patents. On the theory front, Ottaviani (2020) develops a foundational model of grantmaking; the

model highlights how the method used to apportion grant prizes across different fields of research

interacts with the incentives to submit grant applications, thus determining the overall performance

of the resulting allocation.

While we are still far from having a framework encompassing the different layers of selection

listed at the beginning of this section, Carnehl and Schneider (2021) propose a tractable model of

how the organization of science affects the social accumulation of knowledge. The framework could

also be used to assess recent trends and calls for increased openness in science; on the emergence

of crowd science see, e.g., Franzoni and Sauermann (2014).

6.4 Economics of Statistical Inference

Statistical decision theory, the foundation on which modern statistics is built, sees the statistician

as a decision maker who aims at establishing the truth or intends to make an optimal decision. In

reality, however, empirical research is carried out by researchers who may pursue their own objectives

and communicate their research findings to other decision makers with different objectives. A more

realistic theory of statistics should take into account the social environment in which evidence is

collected and communicated.

As applications of statistics to demography became à la mode in France in the first half of the

nineteenth century– Cournot (1843, § 103) warns “against its premature and excessive applications
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which can discredit it for a while and delay the so desirable epoch when the materials of the

experience will serve as a certain basis for all the theories aimed at the diverse parts of the social

organization.”In Chapters 9 and 10 of his book on the theory of chance and probability, Cournot

presents a pioneering account and perceptive analysis of statistical inference in the presence of

strategic sample selection. Cournot questioned the interpretation of results about the anomalous

preponderance of male sex at birth when the data is sliced along specific dimensions, such as

the season of birth, whether the child is legitimate or illegitimate, as well as the residence, age,

profession, wealth, and religion of the parents:

“§ 101 . . . A person not knowing how the data were analysed and whom the

experimenter told the result of that analysis concerning the system . . . , but not how

many attempts he made to achieve that result, is unable to judge with a determined

chance of error whether the chances . . . are equal or not. . . . § 111 . . . for the statis-

tician occupied by grouping and comparisons, the probability that a given difference is

not attributable to anomalies of chance will take very different values depending on the

number of groups tested before encountering that difference. . . . However, unsuccessful

tests usually leave no traces; the public only knows the results which the experimenter

thought to be deserving notice. It follows that a person alien to the testing is absolutely

unable to regulate bets on whether the result is, or is not attributable to anomalies of

chance.”

Cournot’s (1843) analysis has remained largely unnoticed. Fisher (1936) voices preoccupation

with data manipulation and fraud in his forensic investigation into Mendel’s empirical analysis of the

laws of inheritance. Bonferroni (1936) proposes a methodology for explicitly adjusting for testing

of multiple hypotheses. As argued by Di Tillio, Ottaviani, and Sørensen (2017), robustness to

manipulation by researchers played a key role in the early development and adoption of randomized

controlled trials. While randomization is generically suboptimal for a Bayesian decision maker, it

becomes optimal when facing an adversarial audience, as shown by Banerjee, Chassang, Montero,

and Snowberg (2020), provided that the sample size is large and robustness to the audience’s beliefs

is an important concern.

Strategic Sample Selection. Di Tillio, Ottaviani, and Sørensen (2021) characterize the welfare

impact of anticipated sample selection for a decision maker. Are the highest realizations of a sample

more or less informative than the same number of random realizations? For illustration, consider
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simple hypothesis testing where acceptance is optimal in state θ = θH and rejection is optimal in

state in θ = θL. For simplicity, take sample size n = 1 and compare a random location experiment

x = θ + ε with noise distribution ε ∼ F to a selected experiment with noise distribution ε(k) ∼ F k

resulting from a researcher who reports the highest realization observed from a presample of size

k > n = 1. As Di Tillio, Ottaviani, and Sørensen (2021) show, an increase in presample size k

results in an increase in the payoff of the decision maker if and only if the reverse hazard function of

the noise distribution, − lnF , is logconcave, as with normal or logistic noise. In the boundary case

with noise drawn from a Gumbel extreme value distribution, selection shifts up the location, but

does not change the shape, of the noise distribution. Deviating from Gumbel, maximal selection

not only induces a first-order stochastic dominance upshift in the realizations, but also changes the

shape of the distribution. The pushed-up realizations become less (respectively more) dispersed

when the noise distribution is a concave (respectively convex) transformation of, and hence has

a thinner (respectively thicker) top tail than, a Gumbel distributed random variable. Selection

damages the decision maker when the reverse hazard function of the noise distribution is logconvex,

as with exponential noise. For a general sample size n and general experiment, selection increases

(respectively, decreases) information accuracy if the reverse hazard rate of the noise distribution

f (x|θ) /F (x|θ) is log-supermodular (respectively, log-submodular).

Research Bias and the Approval Process Henry and Ottaviani (2019) model research as a

sequential information acquisition process by a biased agent (such as a pharmaceutical company

running clinical trials) who aims at persuading an evaluator (such as the Food and Drug Admin-

istration) to approve a treatment. Information acquisition is costly and the agent discloses the

information acquired when submitting an application for approval to the evaluator. A number of

organizational structures are considered depending on how the commitment power is distributed

between the agent and the evaluator.

When the agent can commit not to undertake additional research if the evaluator rejects the

application, as the cost of acquiring information converges to zero, the equilibrium converges to

the Bayesian persuasion solution characterized by Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011). More generally,

Henry and Ottaviani (2019) characterize how the evaluator can curb persuasion bias by committing

to raise the standard for approval. This way false positives are reduced at the expense of false

negatives– given that the agent is discouraged from acquiring information when the balance of the

evidence collected is suffi ciently unfavorable. As they show, delegating authority to the informer is

socially optimal when information acquisition is suffi ciently costly. This model can be applied to
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approval regulation as well as the publication process.

Publication Bias and The File Drawer In recent years, the credibility of results published in

academic journals has been called into question across a number of scientific fields. When researchers

write up and submit and/or journals publish only studies containing statistically significant findings,

an unspecified number of negative results tend to remain unpublished in the file drawer, as noted

by Rosenthal (1979). The null hypothesis could well be false when the 5% of studies that constitute

Type I errors are published, while the 95% that show non-significant results are not published.

By comparing published and unpublished social science studies resulting from an NSF-sponsored

program, Franco, Malhotra, and Simonovits (2014) document that strong results are 40% more

likely to be published than null results and 60% more likely to be written up.

In recent years awareness about publication bias has been rising in a number of disciplines,

starting from medicine and psychology, but now also in economics (see Ioannidis, 2005; Simonsohn,

Nelson, and Simmons, 2014; and Brodeur, Lé, Sangnier, and Zylberberg, 2016). As argued by

Gall, Ioannidis, and Maniadis (2017) and Di Tillio, Ottaviani, and Sørensen (2017), this is not only

a challenge but also a great research opportunity for economists who have the tools to analyze

statistical inference and experimental design taking into account the incentives of researchers. A

particularly interesting and open area is the design of research procedures that take into account

the incentives of researchers to select questions, collect data, perform analysis, and communicate

results. Christensen and Miguel (2018) overview the burgeoning literature on research credibility

and publication bias.

Andrews and Kasy (2019) advance the econometric methodology for identifying and correcting

for publication bias with data from either replication studies or meta studies. Replication studies

involve a new sample from the same population and the same experimental protocol as the original

study. The key assumption on which the methodology relies is that publication decisions depend

only on the original estimates– this assumption is naturally satisfied for systematic replication. It is

then possible to nonparametrically identify the conditional publication selection function exploiting

asymmetries in the joint distribution of original and replication estimates. This powerful approach is

based on the following simple intuition: In the absence of publication selection bias, the probability

of observing a certain realization of z statistic in the original studies and statistic z′ in the replication

studies should be the same as the probability of observing z′ in the original studies and z in the

replication studies, because the data-generating process is symmetric. If these probabilities are

different, their ratio identifies the ratio of the probabilities of the publication selection function
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p (z) /p (z′).63

Meta studies collect estimates and standard errors from multiple published studies. The ap-

proach to correct for selection effect relies on a (rather natural) independence assumption between

the estimands and the standard errors, so that studies with smaller standard errors do not have

systematically different estimands. If publication is more likely when the results adjusted for stan-

dard error are above the significance threshold, the estimated results tend to be higher for larger

standard errors. The publication selection function is identified by the way in which the conditional

distribution of the estimated results varies with the standard error. Intuitively, under no selectivity

it should be possible to obtain the distribution of estimates for studies with larger standard errors

by adding noise to the distribution for studies with lower standard errors. Deviations from this

prediction identify conditional publication probabilities.

Analyzing data from Camerer et al. (2016) and Open Science Collaboration (2015), Andrews

and Kasy (2019) find strong evidence of selective publication. Even though the replication and

meta-studies methodologies are based on different identifying assumptions, they deliver similar

estimates of selectivity: results significant at the 5 percent level are over 30 times more likely

to be published compared to insignificant results. Applying the meta-analysis methodology to the

impact of minimum wage on employment, they find that results indicating a negative and significant

effect of minimum wages on employment are about three times more likely to be published than

insignificant results. Focusing on the reporting of significant results, they also find that results

showing a positive impact of minimum wages on employment are less likely to be published than

results showing a negative impact.

Frankel and Kasy (2021) propose a normative framework for evaluating publication bias. Sup-

pose that publishing results is costly, for example, because the audience of journals has limited

attention. Considering publication cost is reasonable because in the absence of any attention cost

by the audience all data should be published, leaving no role for journals. If publication is costly, it

is not worth publishing null-results that do not change the default decision that would result with-

out publication. Surprising results, which are highly valuable to decision makers, instead, should

be published.

Building the literature on disclosure, Bertomeu (2021) proposes a positive model of the review

63Through this methodology, for example, it is possible to estimate the ratio of [the probability that a significant

result z is published] to [the probability that an insignificant result z′ is published] based on the empirical ratio of

[the frequency of the joint outcome corresponding to a significant original z and an insignificant replication z′] to

[the frequency of an insignificant original z′ and a significant replication z].
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process where some reviewers are biased either in favor or against the submitter. He shows that,

when the type distribution of submitters has heavy tails, the probability of acceptance due to the

bias is bounded away from zero, even if almost all reviewers are unbiased.

Registration Adda, Decker, and Ottaviani (2020) systematically analyze the p-values reported

to the ClinicalTrials.gov registry. First, they find no cluster of results just above the significance

threshold, in sharp contrast with findings for p-values obtained from results reported in journal

publications across a number of disciplines. Second, they document that research sponsors with

more favorable phase II results are more likely to continue to phase III investigations. Thus,

incentives matter for determining the investigators’decision to proceed to further investigation.

Finally, they are unable to explain part of the excess amount of phase III significant results relative

to phase II for small industry sponsors. This pattern is consistent with some selective reporting

and suggests the need for tightening enforcement of registration regulations, especially for small

industry sponsors.

Exploiting a newly assembled data on psychiatric randomized controlled trials (RCTs), Oostrom

(2021) analyzes the results of clinical trials conducted on the same drugs, depending on the financial

interests of the parties sponsoring the trials. She estimates that a drug is about 0.15 standard

deviations more effective when the RCT is sponsored by the drug maker. Half of this effect is due

to selective publication– sponsored studies without positive results are likely to remain unpublished.

The effect decreases over time as pre-registration requirements are met. This evidence suggests that

preregistration is at least partially effective in overcoming sponsorship bias.

Abrams, Libgober, and List (2021) evaluate the registration of economics experiments at the

AEA RCT Registry since its inception in 2013. Similar to what has been found for clinical trials,

they document that mandatory registration before publication at the AEA journals is enforced

only partially, even though the registry does not require preregistration before the experiments are

conducted. They argue in favor of tightening the standards for registration, for example by not

allowing late registration.

Careful theoretical modeling of equilibrium reaction of researchers in settings with private in-

formation reveals subtle results. Once the incentives to acquire information by researchers are

taken into account, Herresthal (2021) shows that a hidden testing regime (in which the researcher

voluntarily discloses findings) Pareto dominates observable testing (with mandatory disclosure) pro-

vided the researcher is suffi ciently biased. In a contest model, Bobtcheff, Levy, and Mariotti (2021)

show that under winner-take-all competition mandating the disclosure of negative results can back
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fire. These results underlie the importance of finding ways to properly design the objectives and

incentives of researchers.

Controlling p-Hacking Echenique and He (2021) propose an interesting mechanism for control-

ling p-hacking. They show that an evaluator is able to effectively screen researchers by adding noise

to the data before dissemination to the research community. Intuitively, researchers who p-hack

perform more poorly on the full data than honest researchers who do not manipulate the inference.

This approach for controlling p-hacking is practical and low cost, given that dissemination noise is

a tool already used by statistical agencies to protect privacy.

Learning and Paradigm Selection. Does the scientific process result in the selection of superior

paradigms? The question can be addressed in the context of the Sethi and Yildiz (2012) model

of learning among a number of informed individuals with heterogeneous prior beliefs. They show

that if individuals sequentially and publicly announce their posterior beliefs about the state, as

in Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1982), the information the individuals possess is not fully

aggregated when the prior beliefs are independently distributed. Sethi and Yildiz (2016), instead

analyze the dynamic evolution of beliefs when individuals, each with heterogeneous priors and

varying but publicly observed information quality, choose which other individual to consult in each

period. They show that if the variance of the distribution of prior beliefs is suffi ciently high, a

trade-off emerges between familiarity (i.e., information about the prior acquired in the past) and

quality of information, leading to information segregation. Individuals who do not have the highest

information quality end up becoming opinion leaders. This mechanism generates own-field bias and

large-field dominance.

Pushing further insights from earlier work by Kitcher (1995) and Brock and Durlauf (1999), Ak-

erlof and Michaillat (2018) show that when evaluators are biased in favor of (or against) candidates

with similar (or different) beliefs, beliefs converge, but not necessarily to the superior paradigm.

Replication Markets. To assess the reproducibility of published results, large-scale replication

projects have been conducted in a number of academic fields. However, replications are time con-

suming and costly. Can prediction markets help improve the allocation of resources into replication?

Dreber et al. (2015) pioneer the application of prediction markets to the assessment of whether

published results are replicable. The idea is to ask market participants to bet on the binary event

corresponding to whether or not a study (or hypothesis) will replicate, where successful replication
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is typically defined as a result in the same direction and with the same significance threshold as the

original published study. Do prediction market prices indicate accurately whether studies replicate?

Prediction market participants were endowed with a small initial budget (USD 100) and allowed

to trade for roughly two weeks. According to the mean prediction market price, about half of the

studies were expected to replicate. From the 41 studies investigated, which were sampled from three

top journals in psychology in conjunction with Open Science Collaboration’s 2015 ‘Reproducibility

Project: Psychology’, 16 (39%) replicated and 25 (61%) did not replicate. The markets correctly

predicted 29 of 41 replications (71%), where success is based on whether the price indicates a

replication probability over 50%.

Camerer et al. (2016) replicate results for 11 out of 18 experimental economics studies published

in the American Economic Review and the Quarterly Journal of Economics in 2011-2014. The pre-

diction markets they run, mostly with experimental economists participating, reveal an optimistic

faith in replication (all prices above 50, with the mean 75%). Broadening the fields investigated,

Camerer et al. (2018) replicate only 62% of results from twenty-one social science experiments orig-

inally published in Nature and Science in 2010-2015, even though they used much larger sample

sizes than the original studies and disclosed their replication plan to the authors of the original

experiments. Prediction markets, run with a mix of 206 social scientists who were not involved with

replication exercise, correctly predicted all the studies that replicated.

In parallel to prediction markets, some of these replication projects run surveys to elicit beliefs

about replication probabilities. Prior to participating in the prediction markets, for each study,

participants were asked to indicate the probability that the replication would yield a statistically

significant effect in the same direction as the original study. Pooling the data from a number of

projects, Gordon et al. (2020) find that the prediction surveys and prediction markets have hit

rates of 66% and 73%, respectively. Forsell et al. (2019) find that prediction markets correctly

predicted 75% of the replication outcomes, performing better (respectively worse) than survey data

in predicting replication outcomes (respectively effect size). Given these promising results, it might

be possible to use prediction markets to decide which studies should be replicated, thus saving on

replication costs.

Pre-Research Information. More generally, DellaVigna, Pope, and Vivalt (2019) argue that

it is valuable to collect predictions of a study’s expected results before the research is carried.

Predictions collected from the scientific community, policy-makers, as well as the general public,

can serve as a useful benchmark against which to compare ex post results. Thanks to these forecasts,
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the research community should be able to make research results more informative in a number of

ways:

• First, by making it possible to relate ex post research findings to prior expectations as captured
by pre-study forecasts, it becomes possible to measure how surprising results are relative to

previous public opinion. The results from replication markets summarized above indicate that

prediction market participants understand pretty well which studies are likely to replicate.

• Second, by allowing the comparison of results against the average prediction of experts, rather
than the null hypothesis of no effect, ex ante forecasts can be used to counteract publication

bias.

• Third, the experiment itself could benefit from the forecasts, for example by estimating the

value of information for different treatment arms.

DellaVigna, Otis, and Vivalt (2020) present the design of www.socialscienceprediction.org, a new

online platform designed to allow researchers to collect forecasts of the effects of social programs

before testing. Rather than prediction markets, this platform makes use of incentivized surveys.

Economic Design of Experiments. Applying the powerful tool of mechanism design, econo-

mists have started to analyze the optimal design of experiments taking into account incentive

problems. In this promising new vein, Chassang, Miquel, and Snowberg (2012) develop a technique

to improve the estimate of heterogeneous treatment effects by eliciting information from subjects

through selective trials that are differently appealing for subjects.

Narita (2021) proposes an experimental design that incorporates the welfare of the experimental

subjects. The optimal procedure endows the subjects with a common artificial budget. Subjects can

then use the budget to purchase their most preferred bundle of treatment-assignment probabilities.

Personalized prices are set so as to make a treatment cheaper for subjects with better predicted

treatment effects. In addition to being Pareto optimal, this procedure results in an incentive-

compatible preference elicitation when the number of subjects is large, and gives unbiased estimates

of the causal effect that can be estimated with standard RCTs.

7 Conclusion

Over fifty years ago, Marschak (1968) suggested a useful classification by dividing the economics of

information into three subproblems that he referred to as the economics of inquiring, communicating
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and deciding. The literature since then made substantial progress in many of these areas. Arguably,

the economics of communicating remains perhaps the least developed. And while as researchers

we are keenly aware of the limits of communication, in economics we have not yet developed many

models on the constraints and costs of communicating and transmitting information. Nowhere is

this perhaps more easy to illustrate as in the theory of mechanism design, where the revelation

principle as a statement of unconstrained communication and transmission of information has not

yet found a corresponding principle where those constraints are acknowledged and made operational.

Specifically, when the amount of private information (the type space) of the agents is large, the

direct revelation mechanism requires the agents to have abundant capacity to communicate with

the principal and the principal to have abundant capacity to process information. Thus we may

ask what happens when the agents can communicate only limited amounts of information, and/or

the principal can process only limited amounts of information. Wilson (1989), McAfee (2002) and

Bergemann, Yeh, and Zhang (2021) begin to address this issue in the context of nonlinear pricing

and matching environments where the agents have only access to finite coded information even

though the underlying information source is represented by a continuum.

Marschak (1968) suggested that: “The informational revolution is upon us, and the manipulation

of symbols dominates our lives more and more.”He concluded: “I hope we shall soon understand

how to harness and benefit from those trends in our culture.”This survey indicates that we just

started to scrape the surface and much work is left to understand the broad implications of the

informational revolution for the organization of economic activity.
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